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This document represents a status report of research activities since the sub-

mission of the last proposal in Octol)er 1994 and a request for continuation of
the grant. A small increase in the tra~~elcosts reflects an increwing demands

of the ATLAS experinlent. and the overall inflation. This proposal also m-
clucles a request for a $100,000 upgrade of computing facilities for which the
(university offers a 50% matching grant of $50.000.

The document is in :3 parts clescribing the Experimental Task. the Theory
Task and the Computer CJpgrade Recplest.
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1) Overview

TIIe experimental High Energy Physics program at SMU started in the fall of 1991 and is still

in the ramping-up stage. In 1995 the group consist ecl of 3 faculty members. :3 postdoctoral
fellows and 6 graduate students. In .4ugust 1995 Prof. T. Sliwarniclii moved to Syracuse
University and we expect to be able to select his replacement in 1996. Other changes of

personnel during the past year include: at the postdoctoral level - the departure of Sukhpa]
Sanghera and Mark Lambrecht ancl the arrival of .Jens Staecli and Jingbo Ye. and among
the graduate students - the cleparture of Ge Li. graclua.tion of Guoheng Wei. who received

his M.SC. degree for his thesis on “First obsemat ion of lepton tau decays to neut rino. K
and eta”” ant] of Pavel Zadorozlmy$ whose M. Sc. thesis was “ Measurement of the ratio
BR(T + h-v, )/BR(T- + /-1)71;,). Two new graduate students Ilia Narsky and Yuri

Maravin joinec] the group.
At present. the main effort of the SM1- group is devoted to the CLEO experiment at

C’ESR concentrating on studies of the properties of the tau lepton and of the bottom ancl
charm cluarks. In addition to the data analysis we have initiated a major effort in the

construction of’ (he particle iclentificat.ion device (RICH) for the CLEO 111 upgracle. .\t

SMTT in Dallas. ‘Tlomas (’oan. with the help of .Iingbo Ye a.ncl five gracluat.e stuclents. is
leacling the construction of the RICH inner racliat.or. This task inclucles cle.sign and assen]l>l).
of R 1( ‘H n]ecllanica] st.met ure and t est.s of the LiF crystals used to generate (’erenkov light.
Jells St ?lC’Cli and lgor ~~olobouev are stationed at the site of the experiment at Cornell ancl

are involved in R 1( ‘H electronics. This second. independent construction effort is still in its
early st age. The initial project is to develop inter-chip connectors for the R.IC’H front-enc]
readout hoards. 11] parallel. they work with a (’ornel] engineer on the design of a \-ME
lm.wl i]]t cv’fi~celmarcl between the front -encl clat.a boarcl and D.4Q electronics. \\:e expect
t his projecl t o expancl ancl to inc]ucle the fabrication of the clata interface board for the
1{1(‘H readout starting ilJ the spring of 1996.

A con]mit nm]]t t mvards the ph)’sits at the highest available energies is reflecl ecl in the

part icipat.ion of Richarcl Stroynowski ancl Thomas (.’oan in the ATLAS experiment. at LH(.’.
fv]Jere SJ’11; is~<lS:s_o.cj.al(:d.~ri.dl..thc .Liquid .( ’a]orimetry group: -Rich ard% roynowski is plan-_.. —..——...——
I]ing 101 alw a lw-i{eof alxellce from teaching ill t IIe fall of 1996 and to concentrate on .YIL--M
researc]J for that acaclenli c year.

Past ShII~ involvements include: the GEM detector at. the SSC’. stuclies oft he project to
measure the light velocity in a magnetic field using the SSC String Test Facility. ancl R~kD

on the fcasil>ilit}’ of’using silica aerogel as a particle ID device for the CLEO 111.

During tile past four years. tl]e $NU group has been very procluct ire ancl published
sm~era] papers on CILE() clata each year. In the summer of 199.5. fi~-eout of :10 (’LEO papers
submit t ecl to summer conferences were aut horecl 1))-Sfifl; physicists. The eflect.il-elless ill
idmt ifying int crest in: physics problems ancl lea cling the analyses efforts were reflected in the
large nllmlwr of invited talks at major conferences. At the same time. we hare been able to
mtal)]isll technical and computing capabilities ancl to initiate a Ph.D. progran] in physics al
SJ1 [.. This Ilas lwe]l helped l)y a subst ant ial financial support. from the Dechnan (-’ollege of
Arts a]l(l !+ciwlces al Shll - which provic]es a continuing support of about $70.000 per )-ear in
Iorm 01’1I)(’ 1wl]nica] infrast ruct me and gracluat e st.uclent support.
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2) The CLEO II program

The CLEO II experiment has been taking data. at the e+e- storage ring C’ESR at. or just
below. the peak of T(4S) resonance. The luminosity of CESR continues to improve and

in the spring of 1995 surpassed a peak value of 30 1032cn?‘2s–1. The experiment collected

over 5~h-* of data so far. TWO thirds of the data Were collected on the peak of the Y(N)
resonance and the remainder at energies about 60 MeV below the peak. In addition. about 71
pb-] of data were collected recently on the T(2S ) to allow for a study of radiative transitions

between b~ bound states. This data will be analysed by University of Kansas and SW
groups.

For the past five years, CESR. operation has been almost continuous with only a few
weeks clevoted to maintenance each summer. This year a. six month shut-clown started in
April 1995 and is expected to end in November. Such a long shut-down is needed for modifi-
ca.tions of the accelerator structure to allow for multi-bunch operation ancl for installation of
a si licoll microvert.cx cletect.or t.o replace the current drift tube cletector. Other modifications
inc] ud P rearrangement of the end-cap time-of-flight counters to allow for the mollifications of
the arrangement of the final focus quadruples. change of the gas mixture in the central drift
chamber to incluck= helium and a mollification of the barrel time-of-flight photot.ube hous-
ing to prevent heIium penetration into the photomultipliers. The clata accluisition system.
online and offline software and monitoring programs are also being modified to allow for the
expectecl increase in luminosity ancl data rate. Data taking is expected to start in IXovember
lW5 ancl continue for about two years with a peak luminosity about. a factor of two greater
than previously achierecl. The silicon vertex detector will allow for the measurements of the
seconclar). vertices “from charm mesons and t au cleca.ys and for an improved low moment urn
part icle tracking. These improvements in turn will provide for better lifetime measurements

ancl iI]creased B meson reconstruction efficiel]cy. The installa.t ion of new C.’LEO III compo-

lWIIIs: new central drill chamber. R1(.’H.new microvertex cletector and the final modification
of C’ESR are scheduled for 1!397.

Ill spite of a large effort clel-otecl to the construction and modification of the experiment
components. the C,LEO collaboration remainecl very productive in physics analyses. There

l]ave k-w 7 papers ancl presentations of CLEO results at the Third Topical Conference on the
Physics of Tau Lepton in Montreux. Switzerland and 30 CLEO papers were submitted to the
19$)5 Europl)vsics (conference in Brussels and t.o the Lepton-Photon Interactions Conference..
i]] Beijing. %w-era.l of these papers. described in more detail below. originat.ecl at SMI-; . In
addi t ion. two major rapport.curs talks were given by the S1117 faculty: Tomasz Sliwarnicki
ga.~~ea review of 1>-quarli clecays at the Lepton-Phot.on conference and Richard Stroynowslii
gave a ccmcluciing summary t.alli at the Tall Physics conference.

The following subsections clescribe recent results of CLEO 11clata analyses clone at SMI:.

2.1 Tau decays to q meson

Jye analyzccl ~ clecays to a neut.rino. a pion or a liaon, and an eta meson. The clecays of the
~ lept on involving the q meson are suppressed in conlparison with the all-pion clecays. The
(I(”c?lyT– + r - ~~ljrjs hi@]y suppressed due to chiral symmetry ancl is a second class weak

current because it violates G-parity conser~.ation. The stamlarcl rook] predicts a branching
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fraction of 1.5 x 10-5 [1] ~2]. Since there is no G-parity constraint on the analogous ~!abibbo
suppressed clecay,~- + 11”-ql/7, the branching fraction is expected to be higher by an order of

magnitude. (1.2 – 1.6 ) x 10-J [3] [1]. The decays with q ancl at least two pions can proceed
through the chiral anomaly term in the effective lagrangian and hence there is no strong
suppression. Previously CLEO II measured the branching fraction B( ~- + K-qzov, ) =

(1.7 ~ 0.2& 0.2) x 10-3 [4], and set the following upper limits, ~(~- + Z-qvr) <3.4 x 10-’
and B( ~– + Ii–qv, ) < 4.7 x 10–4 at 95Y0 CL. Using four times larger data sample SM1i
graduate student. Gouheng Wei observed the decay ~– + A’– qv~ for the first time. and set. a
new upper limit on 7- + m–?1V7.[5] Deviation from the eta mass of the invariant mass of the

two energetic photon in the selected events divided by the expected resolution. is plotted in
Fig. 1. A clear q signal is observed. llsing the Time of Flight system ancl measuring specific

ionization in the drift chamber we identify the chargecl track associated with the q signal as
kaon. The measured branching ratio is B( ~- + A’-?)v,) = (2.6 * 0..5 * 0.3 + 0.3) x 10-4.
11:6 also set the following upper limit: 13(T- + z–qvT ) < 2..5 x 10-J at 9.3(X confidence

knvl, These results are consistent. with the standard model expectations. “The analysis was

w])orf (Y]at the EPS conference in Brussels and Lept,on- Photon Conference in Beijing [61and
\vas

[1]

[2]

[3]

[4]

[.5]

[(i]

2.2

a basis for the rnast.er degree thesis by Gouheng N’ei.

.;1. Pith. Phys. Lett. 19613..561 (19S7).

.4. Bra]] ]o]l. S. Narison. A. Pith. Phys. Lett. 13196.5-1:3 (l W): C. Ii. Zachos. )-. Jleuricc.
IIod. Phys. Let.t. A2. 24’i (19S7): N. Paver. D. Treleani. Nuovo C’im. Lett. 31. :364
(19s1).

(;. J. Aubwcht 11. N. ~’hahrouri. K. Slanec. PIIys. Rev. D24. 1:31S (19S1).

hl. Art uso ~i al.. Phys. Rev. Let.t. 69, :327S (1992).

G. \\:ei aud T. Skwarnicki. ..First Observation of ~- + v711.– q--- C’LEO Int emal Sot e.
C’BX 95-20. March 19$5.

III. Ba.rish et al ((.’LEO collaboration ) ..First observation of the Decay T- + V,]i - Il.-.
CLEO C’ONF %5-1. The paper contributed to the Int. Europhysics (.~onf.on High Energy

.~i July-2 August. 199.5. EPS0192.Physics. Brussels. Belgium. -

.41t.bough during past few years a consistent picture of tau decays has emerged. particularly

for clecays into single part icle~ the discrepancies remain among the nleasl{rements for decays
with fhree charged particles in the final state. The preliminary (’LEO II results on the
I)ranclli])g fractions for the Iau decays into three charged pions and Ihree charged and a
11(’111ra] pio]l ]Jlus (Ilo nelll rino have beeu worked out by Shelliov and Sli\YarUiClii more than a
jvfi r ago a IId sll bmi t ted to the (;lasgow conference. Since the measured va Iurs \vere subst an-
1ial l)’ larger t lIeII t nose published hy the .. RG7:S collaboration. Shellior cent inued t o st.IId}.

.5
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Figure 1: The ~~ invariant mass spectrum: in standard deviations from the nominal q mass.
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available data. He observed discrepancies I)etween the data and their theoretical descriptions

which were eventually explained by a discovery of previously unknown resonant structure in
4 pi on final state. In particular, a significant fraction of such decays was proceeding via the

Jr intermediate state. The T+ r–mo mass spectrum indicating a clear LJpeak and the -1-pion
spectral function is shown in l?ig.2.

o.15[---l--l

o.

‘?
>

0.

8.70 0,80 0.90
0.

7T+7r-n0mass (GeV) 47r mass (GeV)

l;igure 2: .I%e three piol) invariant mass spectrum and the corresponding structure function.

The corresponding branching fraction has been measured

B(T +dh-v, ) = 0.019.5 + 0.0007* 0.0011.

The improved understanding of the decay spectra, together with an increased ~ sample that
became available this year allowed us to in~pro~*ethe precision of the branching fraction

measurements by over a factor of’ 2 with respect to the Glasgow results. The final values.

subnlit ted for publication,

B(7 + :3/?*v,) = 0.0951 * 0.0007 * 0.0020

B(7- + :M*E”VJ = 0.0423 * 0.0006 * 0.0022

iirP Iarpyr l~y-1.() st andarcl deviations than ARG~S results. but in agreement with prelin)inar~-
1.13) measurements. The hadronic structure functions allow for precision tests of’ {,’\7C’.

i



Table 1: Calculated ~ and p branching fractions. Errors given here are clue to inaccuracies -~; ~‘f;y

in numerical integration only.

Channel Dicus & Vega Our calculation

T 4 eeev7vE (4.15 A 0.06) X 10-’ (4.457 A 0.006) X 10-’
T + @W~Vp (1.97 + 0.02) x 10-5 (~.osg * ().0():3)~ lo-~

7_+ e/L/lVr UC (1.~,5~ * ().()o~) ~ 10--’ (1.:347 & o.-jo~) x 10-”

T 4 /l/lpvTvp (1.190 k 0.002) x 10-’ (1.276 * 0.004) x 10-7
/1 + eeevpve (3.60 * 0.02) X 10-’ (3.605 * 0.005) X 10-5

2.3 Tau decays into three charged Ieptons and two neutrinos.
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lgor ~olol)otlev a.nc] Richard Stroynowski performed precision stuclies of the properties oft he ‘“‘.-

t.aLI ]epton representing stringent tests of the standard xIodel. IH ]Iarticdar. Illeasurenlents ‘ .
of the allowed but rare t.au decays becam~ possible due to a large data sample collected b! .,, ,.,

the (.!LEO experiment.
,,.

T;iLI clecays into three chargecl leptons and two neutrinos are allowed processes in the ., ~‘
. . .

Standard Model. They proceecl via emission of a virtual photon with subsecluent. internal f’
con version into a pair of electrons or muons. Branching fractions for these processes hal-e ‘

been recent ly calculated first by Dicus and Vega [1] and then independently by us ancl ‘ ~~
are listed in Table 1. As a check we also calculated the decay rate for the corresponding “. L:
cleca~ of the muon p + eeev~l~c. It agrees well with the experimental measurement 13(p +

‘,.!

f t ( v,, V, ) = (:3..4 + 0.4) x 10-5 by the SINDRUNI collaboration [2]. For tau decays our ;’

branching fraction estimates are 6-7(iZ higher than those of Dicus allcl Yega. N-e belim-c ~:
1hat this difference should be attributed to a more robust integration scheme used in our .i

calculation. The branching fractions for tau clecays with a virtual photon conversion into
two muons. 7 -i cp~p- V7V6ancl 7 + pp+p-v~v~,.

.,
are expected to be at the level of 10-7. ~:

t cm small 10 be observed in existing data. On the other hancl. the branching fractions .

for 7 + cc+~-v, vf and ~ + p~~~-llrllll are expected to be at the lelv=l of 10-s ~vhich is

compara.k to the sensitivity reached in a recent search for neut.rinoless tau decays into
three charged particles [:3].

Fig. :3 illustrates momentum distributions for electrons from ~ + eC+e‘vrvt cleca~s. ‘
This plot reveals an intrinsic difficulty of detecting such ta.u decays: the electron spectrum ,.

is peaked at very low momenta where there is a high probabili (v for electron absorption ill
the beam pipe or for a lllisl~leasL1renlellt of its trajectory ancl a misidentification. In the
T + /lt+f - v7//,, channel the moment urn clistributions for both electrons and positrons are

similar to that shown as a clashed line in Fig. 3.
To extract from our clata tau clecays into three charged leptons and tu-o neutrinos. we

search for events where one tau clecays into a single charged particle ( l-prong decay). zero or

more photons ancl at least one neut.rino in the final state ancl the other t au decays into three
charged part icles (:3-prong clecay ) and no cletectable neutral particles. The charged daught w
particle of the first tau must be w~ll separat.ecl from the clecay proclucts of 1he second t au. ‘ {

Substantial background suppression comes from lepton identification] 011{hc :1-prol]g si(l{’. ~

,.
$ .;. i



11) the T + pc+t-v vr ~ chann~] W require a muon candidate to pass through at ]ea~l :]
llaclrol~ic al>sorpt,ioll lellgtlli ofironalld toclel>osit anenergy compatiblewiththat expected
fora ll]illilll~llll iollizillg llal.ticle ill the CsI calorimeter. For electron identification. werelj.

most 1~ on specific ionization n]easurenlents in the clrift chanlber and on the calorinwt er

signals.
In order to suppress a non-t.au background, we require undetected neutrinos be present

by selecting events with large missing energy. EDti~~> 1.5 Gel;. and a large ~~alueof total
transverse momentum of tke charged particles with respect to the beam clirection. pt >
1.50 kle\;/c. Further suppression is obtained by requiring t.ha.t in the T + ce+~- V,vc channel
the 1-prong part.ic]e is not identified as an electron. .+!similar requirement is imposed on the
T + /[( + t - I/rI/J, channel. where the l-prong particle must not be identified as a muon.

Jn the ~ + }/e t+ – IITv,,and ~ + ~(‘~ ‘VyVf processes the invariant mass of the three
cl]arged lept ons tends to be small ancl thus their tracks in the detector are nearly parallel.

This feat ure provides the possibility of differentiating these decays from the ~ + pij,. p +

() -.0
iiir. l,+t +t -- I wee= ~~Jler~ the 3 esw~es ~letection and the ~ is Illisiclentified as a htoll-

The distribution of the sum of the cosines of the angles dij between the :3-prong tracks is
sl]own in Fig. -1 for the data. signal Monte Carlo and a sample of generic t.au Monte Carlo

events. N-r compare t 1161distributions for the signal ancl generic t.au Monte Carlo events and
require ~i<.1 ~os ~)ij > 2.9:3 for both channek.

In the data. five events sat isf~ all selection criteria in the ~ + c(‘~ ‘VTVCchannel and one
(Jvalt i]) 1 l~c7 + //t ‘c – Vrv,l channel. Distributions of several kinematic ~-ariables for both the
signal klonlr ( ‘ar]o and the selected data e~-ents are shown in Fig. .5 for the 7 + (6+( ‘v;vf

(’halme]. The) indicate that the five remainiug events in this channel are liinelnatically
consist enl with 1au decays into three electrons and two neutrinos.

Tl)c renlaining background from other 1au decays is estimated by applying the above
select io]l criteria t o a sample of generic tau Mont e Cfarlo events. not containing the signal

chalme]s. aI]d corresponding t o 10.2 fb-l (about 2.S times larger t.ha.n the data). No generic

t au 31011(c ( ‘arlo NYVIIsare accepted in either of the two signal channels. and we estimate t hc
1)/1(’ligI.OLlll(l conl riljut ion from other tall decays to be less than 0.4 events al (iScZ confide]lce
Im.ei (( ‘1.). Xo events satisfied our selection criteria from a large sample of’c‘( - + 11~ anti
rollli[lulllll ({+( - + qq. (1= il. d. .s and c) Monte ( ‘arlo events in either of 1l]e Ilvo channels.
\\.c collclutle t l]al Bf3 and CO1]Iillulllll backgrounds are negligible.

‘l-l]r lllain systematic errors in this study arise from uncertain ies in our Imowledge oft he
lept 011icle-lltification efficiency and slow track reconstruction efficiency. (’ombined toget her.
i he}. are mt imatecl t o gi~-e a.n overall systematic error of 1.5%. Then for the ~ + et+ c- V7Vt
charnel we calculate the branching fraction as

B(7 + 66+6 -VTV,) = (2.s+ 1.4+0.4) x 10-’.

The rwlll is consistent at 2:3$1confidence level with our t heretical expects.t ion of 4.46 x 1O-s.
mollgh OIICwent is observed in the 7 + pt + ( - v7v~, channel ancl its l;inemat ical para -

IIlr(ers ar(I [wll]pa! il>le with those of Ille expected signal. Iye are not able 10 make a reliable
esl illlat v 01 1II(’ (.orl.c’sl)ol)clillg”branching fract ion. ]nstead. we calculate an upper limit on
1his brallcl]i]]g ~ract ion allowing for 1.37( sysl cmatic error. The result ing upper limit is

/3(7 + li~+c-viu,l) <3.6 x 10-5 at 907 (’L.



The limit is consistent with our theoretical calculation B(7 + IK+C- V,vfl) = 2.W x lU-3. .: ~
The results of this work were contributed to the EPS and Bejing conferences ancl were -~” ~

submitted to Physical Review Letters.

.!
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Figure 3: Simulated momentum clistribut ions for electrons (solid line. two entries per event)
ancl positrons (clashed line) from r– + c-~+t–lj~fic c~ecays ill the laljoralor~ s~~ten~. Tl]{>. .
number of electrons, AT~,is normalized to unity in each histogram.
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Figure 4: Sum d’ cosines of the angles d;; between the :3-prong side tracks for the data (black
circles). signal Monte Carlo (solid line) and generic tau Monte (’arlo sample (clashed Lne) for
the two chal~ne]s stuclied. The signal h[ont e Carlo histograms are normalized to Standard
Model theoretical predictions. The generic t.au Monte Carlo histograms are normalized to

the data 1un]inosity. 111this analysis we require ~i<j cos d;.;
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.,ure .5: Comparison of the kinematical distrib~ltions of the ~ + t e+c – VTUCMonte Carlo
lid line) a.ncl the data (shaded histogram) for events passing all selection requirements:
the C+c- invariant mass averaged over two possible combinations. MC+~-. b ) the :3-prong
ariant mMS, Ms-prrmg: and c) the momentum of the electron on the :3-prong side with the

Irge opposite to that of the parent. tau, pOPP.The normalization of the plots is arbitrary.
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2.4 Analysis of the decays ~-+li”l{- (z”) V,

Decays of the ~- to final states containing liaons provide information on both the Sl~(:3)
symmetry properties of the charged weak current. as well as rare decays of p– and o~ t o

strange final states. .Jay Dominick has cent ribut.ecl analysis of decays of tau lept.ons to one
neutral K meson an c1 one charged K meson. Il;e observe the neutral K meson (K short
i]] our case) through it’s decay to two charged pions. We have measured the branching
ratios of the decays ~–+li’”l{- v~ and ~-+1{ 01{–fi0v7 using a sample of t.au pair events
selected with a 1 charged track VS. 3 charged track topo]ogy. A fins] document. i5 ])eing

prepared for publication containing these results together with a ~– +1{, h– (x“ )V7 a.na~ysis.
The uncertainty in the ~-+li~l? -( m“)VTbranching ratios is dominated by the systematic
error. A substantial amount of work has been done by Jay Dominick to minimize the
systematic error.

Theoret ica] calculations for the processes governing ~‘+ A’”A--( T“)vy decays are limited.
FOIIPxaml)le. expectat ions for T- +A-oil”- I/Talways are of the order 0110-3. from the exist i]],!

dala for f~~ - +4jir - react ion and invoking consen-al ion of the vector current (( l.{”)
h~.pol hesis one can obtain a prediction for ~-+~{”~{-v,. This approach has been ver~.
successful in matching the measured t au-decay rates for modes without liaons. Taking into
accoun! .S~.-(:3)-l>realiillg effects such as 1he T – 1{ mass difference. the expected branching
ratio for T‘+ I\’”I\-- V7 is 0.11+0.03%. .4 recent update of this calculation by NTarison and
Pith result ed i]) a predicted decal- rate of 0.16 A0.02% for ~-+l{”li- VT decays. Chiral
pert lwl>alion theory preclicts that the 7- +A-oll --rev, branching ratio will be substantially
snlaller t llan those for both T– + I\”– .ll-+r-v~ and T + ]i”l~ox - v, clue to a suppression of
1he A“-/\- component in the A“”A-- 7r0final slate. Neglecting this suppression. naive isospin
Ijrvclicls Il)at if both ~- +li’’li-7r0v7 and 7 + li°KOx- u7 proceed through A-”A“. these t tvo
l~ra]lcl]i]lg ratios should be equal; this statement remains true if the clecay process is through
;IH illt mn]cdial e resonance. 7– + 0~V7:{11+ li”ll-.

Experimental measurements are sparse because of the low deca~- rates of the modes in
quesllo]i. lo~vdetection efficiency of the Ii”. ancl limited charged Iiaon iclentjfication capabil-
it ics of man! part.ick cletectors.

13ecallsr 1IIc charged pions in 1.116clecay chain 7- + ii-- v,: Ii”- + K“r- tend to be sig-
llificantl}. softer than the charged liaOllSexpected in ~‘+ll””ll”- v7. in this analysis we focused
on Ike high momentum region (pi, >2 (;e\~/c ) to obt.a.in a liaon-enrichecl sample. At. C’ESR
wergies. al)lJ1’oxilll:~.t<ely43% of the A-- from 7– +li”li - v. have momenta al)ov(’ 2.0 (~e\-/c
acmrdillg 10 a plla.s? space model. Approxjma.t.elj. M(Z1of tile A-- from ~-+ll’o~~-- VTllal.e

]Ilolllel)l a al)ove 2.0 [je\’/c when the 7– decays through a p– intermediate state. followed by
()- decays: r-+p– V7. ~–+~>-~1~-–. At CESR energies approximately 2.5’7iof the li - from
T-+]\.O]\. -7701/7. have momenta above 2.0 (jel;/c.

~or ~- -li~~) - VTca.ndida.te events with Ph– > 2.OGcl’/c the ~i- fraction can be deter-
mined statistically by fitting the mea.surecl dE/dx clistribut.ion of the l?-. where h – describes
a pion or liaon. We define ar( to be the the deviation of the dE/dx measurement from that
expect ed fol. true ]<aC)llsat a given moment mn. in units of the known resol ut ion. W-e fit

tlIP al; dislril)lltiw

and 7.s. ~tJC I]leall

ml, (Iistril)lltiolls of

to two Gaussians. centered at the expected signal local ions of’ t rllr Ii .S
a!ld widths of the Gallssian {Iistril>lltions are det ermille(l 1)~ lit 1illg t he
li”s al][l 7.s fronl 1I)e D- decays. “1’lJe (Iecay W--7- /)”. /)”- /{+7–.

1:3
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for example. gives an absolute identification of it-s decay products with little backgrouncl.
For the fit of the CTl;distribution of h- candidates from ~- +I\”sII-VT decays the rneall ancl
wkl d] of the Gaussians are fixed while the area of each Gaussian is allowed to float. The
ar( distribution of h.- “s from tau decays and the corresponding two Gaussian fit is shown in
Fig.6, The number of 1{- events obtained from the fits is used to calculate the branching

ratios:

13(T-+ I{”A--V,) = (0.153+ 0.023 * O.oq%

/!3(i-+IiOIi-TOv, ) = (0.14s + 0.034 ● 0.037)%.

Both measurements are in goocl agreement with theoretical predictions.
\;:e measure the li~I{– invariant mass distribution by fitting the ~1{ clist ributions to two

(;aussians in 50 ?vie[~bins of l{sli- mass. The resulting background subtracted mass clkri-
bution is shown in Fig.?. Also shown are the Nlont.e Carlo generated mass clistribut ions from

--+ P-1’T. P–+I~’OJ~”-/ clecay channel ancl a simulation with a flat spectral function. N-either

clescript ion matches the cla.ta well. The mass clistribution obtained from combinin: the t ~vo
models (in a 1:1 ratio) produces a much better match to the data clistribution. Alt bough
(he mass clist ri butions from /-– +A-OA-- ji”vr decays suffer from much lower statistics t hall

Ihe 7-+ A””A’- I/r clecays. the combinecl information from the J{sA_–zO. ]\”– To. and A“,,ir”
.“

invariant mass calculations strongly inclicate that the decay proceecls through a A--]i inter-
lnmliat c state. There is not enough information to cletermine whether the parent process is
---i(/; vr4(l\’-I\”)— lJ7 or T—+p’-vT+(A”” I\-)- v~.1

2.5 Hadronic spectral nloments ..

‘Nw 7 lepton iS Imvy cnougl) to cleca~- into hadronic final states. Recent theoretical lVOrli

of Braaten. N’arisen and Pith [1] suggested a possibility of using such clecays to study Q(tD.
In part icuiar. the Operator Procluct Expansion approach indicated t hat from the haclronic
spwt Ml Illolllents of Ik inclusi~.e hadronic tau decays one can extract a value 0[ the strong

co[[plill,q cotlslallt ~~.$.A]l houfjh full 1heretical tlllclerst.zlllclillg of associated errors is not yrt
conlplel e. the experimental errors spear to be ver)- small. ‘The preliminary results of this
st ud~. have hew presented at the C;lasgow conference ~2]. Since then. Sukhpal Sanghera usecl
the tot al available (?LEO data sample to minimize both statistical and systematic errors of
the analysis. The final value of the strong coupling constant cleterrninecl at the tau mass

0,(???,) = 0.306 It 0.017 + 0.017

when extrapolated to the mass of the neutral ~ector boson Z yields:

Cl, (.uz) = 0.114 * 0.002 + 0.002.

‘llli~ rcsu] t is i]] excellent agreement with other values
{’xljwiell)llt ai]d is consistent with the worlcl average.

l)li~.sirs IA*I1ms [:3].

of a S. cletermined from 10JVenergy

The result has been published in

.:
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2.6 Search For Inclusive b + s@

Effective flavor changing neutral currents. b + s. were first established by CLEO by the
exclusive reconstruction of the -B + K“(S92)-j decays due to the L + s~ transitions. [1] The
measured branching fraction is (4..5 * 1.5 * 0.9) .10-5. In the Standard Nlodel these clecaj’s
proceed via the elect.ronlagnetic penguin diagram in which the L-cluarli turns t.o virtual

1,1”and a l-quark that recombine to .+cplark. A photon is emit t ecl by any of the cluarlis

or H.. Nlom recently. the inclusive rate for these transitions was measured by one of us:
B(B + .Y,; ) = (2.:32+ 0..57* 0.:3.5).10-”1. [2]

IHst.ead of the phol on. a gluon can be emitted by the cjuarks in the penguin diagram.
The inclusiye rate for L + sg transitions is expected t.o be b)- an orcler of magnit ucle larger
than for 1) + S; clecays. ~Tnfort.unate)y. nlost of the final states producecl by the gluon

turning to ui( or dd pairs can also be produced by the tree diagram l) + uil’. 11- + .sfi (i.e.
(.’al)ibho suppressed h + u transitions). “The decays B“ + ~{~r– are a typical example in
this class. Tlwse decays were possibly alreacl~- obsemecl by CLEO that found a significant
signal for W clecays 10 two oppositely charged haclrons. The measured branching ratio is

B(BU + //+//-) = (1 .S.3~:$* 0.2) .10-5. [3. 4] No statistically significant signal is observecl

ill either of’1hesr 1wo channels separately. .issuming that annihilation processes do not pla)

fin i nlport ant KJIP. some exclusive decay mocles nlay proccwl only by t hr g]uonic penguin
decays. for example. B+ + A-or+. ln particular. all final states procluced by the gluon
t u~ning to .s.s quark pair have this properly. I;nfortunately. searches for these ancl all 01her
ram haclronic exclusive decays of B mesons have resulted in upper limits only .[-]]111fact. since
the glue]] energy. unlike the photon energy. is available in the haclronizat ion process after
the clisint.egrat ion of the &qUa.rli, more final states are allowed- and the rate advantage is lost
when 1(.)Oliillg for the gluoni c penguins via exclusive modes. All-inclusive rates for gluonic

penguins will be very difficult to measure because of the lack of common experimental
signature for t l)ese cleca.ys a.ncl because of the tree level backgrounds ment.ionecl a.bow.

Tomasz Sli\~arniclii 100lied for inclusive ./3 + -YSCJciecays. These decays are a. subclass
of 1)-i s{j. g + s,; decays. thus they can proceecl only via the penguin process. Phi meson
can be created from the s-CIUZtrli coming out of the penguin loop and the .c-quarli from the
gllloll colll~crsioll (see Figs).,Sillce.atthefirstapp~o~inlation.thespectator quark is not

involvec] in this process this decay can be Yiewec] as two- boc]y decay of h- (jllarli. 1)+ .50.
1l~us the energy of the o meson is rougldy ~7?b/2. The f~st o meson offers a nice experimental
signal 11rr 111a1 il)l egrat.es over many possible final states ancl separates the penguil] process

~rom the ordinarj. h + cll - decay that caJl produce onl~. softer 0 nwsolls. 1]) fact. the o

meson plays a]] alla] ogous role to that played by the energetic photon iJl 1)+ .$? decays.

Recent 1~. I.lK:ellerg~ dist ribui ion of the o meson was predicte(l by Deshpande {I ~11.[.;]talii]~g
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Figure S: Penguin diagram describing b + .s6 cleca.y.

into account spect.at.or quark effects ancl hard gluon hremsstrahlung in the same way as

pwviously calculatdfor b + q decays by Ali a.ncl.(heub. [6] The narrowness ol’tlw o
meson compmsates to some extent for the lack of complete 1[/~ separation in the (’LEO
detector in suppression of non-strange backgrouncls.

f.’ompared totlleexcl~lsive searches nlellt.ionefl al)ove (i.e. conlparecl to.l-s=l{orli-) ●

[4] the inclusive measurement has two-fold advantage:

exp erirnental: The expected rate is higher. Typical predictions for J{o (Ii-o) traction of

the total .Y.,d rate are 6–10(% (:3–6Z, ). “The total rate is predicted to he (0.6 -2.0) .10-’1
[i]

theoretical: The inclusive rates are more interesting from a theoretical point of view.
t hey do not involve long distance strong interactions. coupling of t hr o meson

as
to

the hard gluon cloes involve long clistance physics. but it. was measurecl via o + 6+6-
intcmct ions.

The main clifficulty of the inclusive analysis is a higher background. Like in the b + .SY
analysis. t he main background comes from continuum annihilation. \\-e used t hc inclusive “B-
reconst rLlcl iou-” technique previously developed for the measurement of the iuclusive b + S-;
rate. [~] ( ‘ol]lpared to reconstruction of the o meson alone. this teclmiclue leads to much
smallrr l)?iClig~OUlld level. though the detection efficiency is decreased and clepenclent. on

hadroil”izat~ol) moclel for the -Y, system.

.-– Aft.er-all-tkxuts we plot M[;YK- clistri butions for the on- ancl off-resonance data. as

shown ill-F+g.s;9-10. Sincr no sifyal is found we set an upper limit. For the ill-y. < 2 C;e\”
range the limit on f?(13 + .%-. O)is < 1.1 - 10-J at 90% confidence level.

Extrapolation to the full J1.Y. range is somewhat model clepenclent. .Accorcling to the

lllo(lel’l]yDeslll)allde et al [.5]the fraction of the total rate accepted by our mass cut is 9.5. N.
‘j’jf~.for ~j =~lo. :~oo. 390 ~.le\~. FroIll the fits to the (’LEO B + -~/1, ~]at;l. />j = 2% t -10

\le\”. ~2]Illt erpolating the abo~”e nlode] calculations to Pj = z70 & .10 \](S\- NY.cs[ illlalc t l]at
(!)O.(N~:~)(A 0[ 1l]e rate is accepted 1>)-oLwcut. I:si]l: 90.(i – :1.S = S(i.S(Z IVC01)1sill aII upper
Iil]lit 011 tllc t~~al l) 4 so 1.ate of <1.3. 10-q at 90% C~.L.

1s
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This limit is consistent with the t heoret ical preclict ions of Deshpande et al (0.6-2.0)- 10-4
[’i] hut it excludes half of the predicted range.

These results were reported at the EPS Conference in Brussels and Lept.on-Phot.on C’on-
frrencc in Beijing [s].
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3) CLEO II PASS2 service work

The CLEO II raw data are converted to the analysis ready format by the event reconstruction
program called PASS2. P.4SS2 consists of charged track reconstruction. vertex fincling. par-
ticle iclentifica.tion via clE/clx, muon a.n~ Time-of-Flight systems. clusterig of the calorimeter
signals and To reconstruction and background fiIters. Processed data are then compressed

by selecting most frecluently used information and separated into hadronic, 2-photon and ~

samples for distribution to the collaboration. During the past year CLEO collected about
1.:3 million events per clay ancl the PASS2 commanded large computing resources not all of
which were available at Cornell. The administration of the system was, therefore, further
complicated by the needs for remote processing at the University of Florida. The system
has been maintained by SMU for the past 4 years and required full time involvement. of at
least one post. doctors.l fellow. It has been recently administered by .Mark Lambrecht and

Guoheng W;ei. In August 199.5 they succeeded in completion of the processing of all C’LEO
11 data. collected so far. Due to initial ion of the harclware construction projects and a. lack

ol’sufficknt manpower SM1: will not continue P.WN administration nor tile reprocessing of

all CLEO 11 clata with impro~’ed software.

4) CLEO III program

Precision st uclies of the b-cplarli clecays can aclclress some of the most important cplest ions
in particle physics t.ocla.y. kleasurements of rare B meson decays can address the problem Of
origin of’{’P violation and pro~”ide stringent. tests of the St anda.rd NIoclel ancl it.s extensions.
Such stuclies reciuire a much higher data. sample than is presently al’ailable ancl also much
higher identification efficiency of rare processes than currently possible with the present
( ‘LEO 11 (Ietector. The upgracle program of both the CESR accelerator and the CLEO
det ect.or aim at such improvements by increasing the machine luminosity ancl impro~;ing
1he particle iclent.ification capabilities of the experiment. ‘The SM[; group is particularly
int cwestml in improving the particle identification capabilities of t he experiment. Most of the
rffort is devot ml to I’arious aspects of’ construction of the Ring Imaging ~!erenlio~ counter
al]d associated electronics.

+ - storage ring operating at cent.er-The C’ESR accelerator at Cornell is a symmetric e c
of-mass energy of the T(4S ) resonance with a peak luminosity L - 3.2 x 103J cm–%ec-l.

‘Nis macllinc lJOICIStke world’s recorcl for instantaneous luminosity for an e~t - accelerator
and is nolv ill the miclst. of a luminosity upgracle to boost. futher its luminosity to L =
j x 1033 c]n-~s-l . The upgrade is scheduled for completion in Nowd>er Of 1997- .~fter
completion of the upgrade C’ESR will function effectively as a. ‘-symmetric configuration B

factory”.
Simultaneous with the upgrading of the CESR accelerator is the further enhancement. of

the f! LEO cletector to permit analysis of the enlarged data sets with nlaximllnl efficiency.

The installation of the final focus clua.chwpoles near the interaction point necessitates the
collstrllction of l)cw’ t.raclting devices and permits the inst.al]at,ioll of’ a ~](~di~ate~lparticle
idellti(icat ion device t.o improve chargecl haclron separa.t.ion. The cletector upgrade is clriven
primaril~” I)]-{he drsirc to study rare B clecays ancl will dramatically improve ( ‘J.EO-S detec-



tion ancl reconstruction efficiency for pions and kaons. As such: the upgrade is particularly
well-suited for measurements of quantities related to the unitarity triangle and to observa-

tions of C’P violating processes. The cletector upgrade will be completed simultaneously

with tile accelerator upgracle.
The upgraded detector configuration. including the luminosity enhancing final focus

‘@iiidFii@es close to th~int=t-io~l-region. is sh-own -irrfigure -1-1. -The--detectorupgrade

calls for the installation of a a new 4-layer silicon microstrip vertex detector, a new 67-plane
wire chamber tracker, and, most importantly, a ring imaging Cerenkov (RICH) detector to
be used as a. particle identification device. This detector is described in detail below and is
the focus of ShW’s participation in the CLEOIII upgrade.
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Figure 11: Plan ~-iewof {.’LEO 111cletector.

Tile capabilities of these new devices have been designed so that their performance will
match or exceed that of the current (’LEO H trackers. Just radially exterior to the trackers
will be a brancl new -“f~t’”-RICH particle identification detector composecl of a solid LiF

radiator. a multi-wire proportional chamber filled with a TEA-methane conversion gas and
utilizing ca.thocle pad readout. This cletector will replace the existing scintillator basecl tinle-

of-fright detector ancl will cover S.5%.of 47i. It is now being designecl to provicle 4a ii/T sep-
arat ion at 2.S Cle\’/c. the maximum particle momentum from -B decay. The existing CSI( T] )
calorimet m. finely segmented (7S00 crystals) and nearly hermetic (9S% of 4T). provides ex-
cellent chargecl and neut.ra] particle energy resolution (OE/-E < 4% for E,.-, > 100 lfc~” )
and will remain unnloclified for C’L.EO HI. “The trackers. RICH and the calorimeter will he
posit ionecl inside the existing superconducting magnet of (’LEO 11 which provides a 1..3T
longit udina] magnetic field. lluon detection for CLEO 111remains unchanged from C’LEO 11
and \vill lx’ IJroviclcd by three raclial layers of Iarocci tubes embeddecl ill all iron alxorbcr.



In parallel with the moclificat.ions of the various CLEO sub-detectors, the front-end. trig-

ger ancl data accluisition electronics of the entire detector will be modified to accommocla.te

the increased clata taking rate produced by the upgraded luminosity and the corresponding

beam bunch separation of 14 ns. These modifications include the elimination of the lowest
level trigger and the enhancement of the level 1 trigger, the development of a front-end IC
for the silicon microstrip detector which digitizes and buffers data in 10 Its, and the use of

new multi-hit front-end electronics to provide charge and time measurements for the drift
chamber. A front-end preamp and readout system for the RICH detector will be developed
and the calorimeter and muon system readout electronics will be upgraded to provide 10 ps
conversion and data buffering. Finally, a new data acquisition architecture will be developed
to read out the detector at a 1 liHz rate with little or no dead-time by using multi-level

buffering to permit. overlapped data readout and acquisition.

4.1 RICH - Rhg Imaging Cerenkov Counter

The [’LEO III ring imaging Cerenlcov detector is built from two concentric barrels 2.5 meters
long and radially separated by 20 cm. The inner barrel. of diameter 160 cm. is the radiator
system ancl consists of approximately 4-50 individual LiF tryst als attached to a thin walled
carbon fiber support cylinder. The outer barrel is formed from 30 individual. thin multi-wire
proportional chambers (MWPCS) fillecl with a TEA-methane conversion gas ancl equippecl

with 2:10,400 cathode pa.cl reaclout channels. The front-encl electronics are placecl on the

hack sicle of the MM:PCS. The detector acceptance is SO% of 4r a.ncl its total raclia.t.ion
thickness for particles at normal incidence is 13(Z.. To improve the photon acceptance at. the
edges of the cletector, ultraviolet reflecting mirrors will be installed at both its encls. For
efficient operation. the volume between the radiator ancl the front. window of the MW~PCs

must be free ol’ ally gcw that strongly absorbes within the narrow conversion bancl of the
TE.A-nlet bane gas mixture, A = 1.50t 15 mm

Shll Thas taken sole responsibility for producing the entire RICH radiator system. This
]najor cletector responsibility is led by Prof. Thomas Coan ancl includes a large number of
important sub-tasks. These tasks inclucle clefinition of individual racliator crystal geometry.

deternlillil)g crystal acceptance criteria. peforming automated crystal transparency nlea-
suremcwts. design a.ncl development of a crystal coating for stray photon noise recluction.
procurement. of’ a suitable radiator support structure. clesign ancl development of a crystal
mounting technology, design and procurement of vacuum ultraviolet reflecting mirrors, a.ncl
clesign and procurement of the major RICH structural components.

S1lI.~ began its work on the radiator system b~-first developing Monte Carlo simulation
code to tune the individual tryst al geometry to optimize the reconstructed Cerenliov angle
resolution. The effects of crystal thickness and other crystal shape parameters were inves-
tigated. In collaborate ion with Syracuse University group. we have designed a crystal with
a saw-toot heel upper surface and 1 cm thickness. A Monte Carlo simulation performed by

hIarl; Lamhrecht indicated that the crystal design will lead to a reconstructed Cerenliov
;IIIgle resollltio]) of’less than 3 mradian. This is more than adequate for achieving the RICH

CIesi:ll goat of -1~ separat.ioll between pions and kaons at momentum p = 2.S (;e\-. This

cr}xl al k SIIOW]]in figure 12.
111addition. a Nlonte (’ado ray tracing graphical program was written hy Prof. Tomasz
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Figure 12: Cross sectional view of a sawtooth radiator crystal.

Skwarnicki which traces the path of Cerenkov photons emitted in the LiF crystal and displays
their final pattern as reconstructed by the cathocle pads of the MWPCS. The program follows

photon paths with an arbitrary number of bounces inside the radiator crystal. accomoda.tes
absorption in the crystal, stray photon absorbing dielectric coatings on the crystal bottom.
and the presence of reflecting mirrors at. the ends of RICH. In addition to the output images.
the code also produces numerical results for the mean number of reconstructed and absorbed

photons. The user is capable of selecting charged particle species. incident momentum and
angle. tryst.a.l geometry, mirror surfaces and dielectric coatings.

4.1.1 ELTR,!\’IOLET T’RANSPARENCJ. TESTINC; OF THE IJF RADIATOR CRYSTALS

Tllr TEA-n]et bane conversion gas inside the RICH MM-PC’S has a finite cross-section for
photon absorpt ion in a narrow vacuum ultraviolet (vuv) wal~elengtll bancl ,\ = 150 + 1.5nm.
The efficie]lt operation of RICH requires that those Cerenkov photons produced in the LiF
radiator and contained within this wavelength band actually escape the radiator. Poor
opt ical polishing of the LiF crystal surface or the inadvertent presence of contaminants
there could reduce significantly the number of escaping C’erenlior photons of the relevant
wavelengths and thereby degrade the Cerenliov angle resolution of the RICH.

Prior to installation of individual LiF crystals onto the RICH radiator support structure.
each crystal .s transparency will be measured over its active surface area at .\ = 1-50nm (vac-
uum ultraviolet wavelength ). Since the active area of each tryst al is approximately :300cmz
and a total of -L50tryst als will be mounted to form the entire racliat.or. approximately 100.000
t ransl)a re]lcy measurements will neecl to be made t.o l-erif:- the u]t rariolet I.ransparenc}. of
fIle el]t ire colnl)lcment of radia.t.or crystals. Furthermore. since the vuv photons of this wave-
length are strongly a.tt enua.t.ed in air, all such transparency measurements will be done uncler
vacuum. ‘l-o efficiently perform the large number of measurements. we have designed and
are now complrt ing the construction of a vuv transmission measuring device.

The esscnt.ial components of SMU.S VUT.transmission measuring cle~-icefacility are shown

in figure 1:3. A vacuum monochrome.t or is used as the vuv photon source. -A large vacuum
vessel. now under construction. contains the crystal to be measured. stepper motor driven

stages to IJosit ion the crystal. and beam splitting optical elements. The monochrome.tor

and 111Pvacuum vessel are evacuate(l l]y separate turl>omolecular vacuum pumps. Two
photoln~llt iplier t.ubes (PLIT’s ) coated with a wave-shifting fiuor are attached to the vessel
in an appropriate fashion and detect those vuv photons emitted by the monochromator that
pass t hrougll the crystal. These signals are amplified, filtered and averaged. The crystal

transparency is determined from a simple ratio of the processed PM”T output signals.
Both data acquisition from the PMTs and mechanical cent rol of the stage motion is

done using a single program we developed using the Labview language. This cocle runs on a

1>(’. which in turn conununicat.es with the data acquisition system and the stage cent roller
t.hrougll a st.alldard GPIB interface. This code has been extensively tested and allows for a
colnplet.ely ant wllat.ic t rallsmissioll measurement of a single LiF tryst al.
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Figure 1:3: Transmission measurement scheme for the LiF racliat.or crystals.

.-\ complete prototype of this facility. using visible light and prototype stages. has been

construct d and successfully tested. \i-e are now assembling the actual transmission testing

devicr. The nlonochromator. stage. data acquisition system. vacuum pumps. and software

are ill hand. The vacuum vessel has been designed but, not yet machined. \l-e anticipate
complet ion of 1he entire device within 4-6 weeks.

4.1.2 RADMTOR CRYSTAL -ATTACHMENTTIXHXOLOC;Y

Sl[l’ is responsible for developing an appropriate technology to attach the 4.50 LiF radia-
tor crystals to their support shell to form the complete R.ICH radiator. I\:e are currently
investigating two general attachment t.echnicples. The basic iclea of one technique is to use
a low out-gassing epoxy to epoxy the bottom of the incliviclua.1 crystals onto the racliator
support shell. The other technique is a purely mechanical one that uses small tryst al holcl-
ing fist ures a tt ached to a set of thin ba.ncls that. run circumferent.ially arouncl t he support
cylinder. The eventual attachment techniclue needs to be mechanically robust. outgas no
significal]t a,nlo~lnt,of vuv photon absorbing material and be a minimum number of radiation
lengths thick. ‘To minimize the Iikelihoocl of having the crystals inadvertently contanlinat.ed
wit h vu Y absorbing dust or other materials. the crystals will be at t.ached t.o the radiator
support shell inside a. large class 100.000 clean room. The clean room is large enough Io
acconlnlodat,e the support. shell and to provide adecluate working space. ‘~lIe clean I-OOINis
IwiIIg asseIIIIIlml nolv inside one of our labs modifiecl to accept. delivery of t II(J Sllpl)ort shell.
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4.1,3 EPOXY ATTACHIfENT SCHEAiE

Hue are in the earl-y stages of clefining the epoxy attachment t.echniclue. The first important

step in this technique is to select an epoxy which has low-outgassing and good adhesion
to both LiF crystals and carbon fiber. M:e have selected 8 readil~- available epoxies with
low measured outgassing rates and are now evaluating their mechanical shear and tensile
st rengt 1]s by using a simple fixture that uses a dummy LiF crystal epoxiecl to a surface of

carbon fiber of the same type ant.icipatecl for the final support shell. We hal-e identified an
epoxy with suitable mechanical properties.

4.1.4 MECHMSIC~L .4TTACHMENT TECHNIQUE

In the all mechanical attachment scheme. a set of 15 low nm.ss belts would be wrappecl
circumferential~y around the support shell. hTeighboring belts would be separated 10Yone
crysta 1 length along the beam direction. A set of 30 small posts would be at.t achecl indiv-
idually by a set screw to each of the belts. Each corner of a crystal woulcl be held by a
sn)a]l fixture that screwed into a post. This ai tachment technique is simple. reversible a])d
lwrmits arhit rary precision in tryst al placemenl.

( ‘urrent ly. lve are el-aluating the mechanical properties of a ~ariety of potential belt and
posl 1na.t eri a]s. l$:c are no~v const rutting a prototype of the ‘-belt and post ““ attachment
scheme by a.ttaching six dummy crystals using prototype posts ancl belt, material onto a

surfi~ce curvecl to mimic the actual support shell. Figure 14 shows this prototype. W-e

ant icipat c a final selection of the belt material within the next 6 weeks.

I:4

Figure 1-1: Top ancl side
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vimv of’all mechanical tryst al at t.achment scheme prototype.



~.I.5 MECHANICAL DESIC;N OF RADIATOR StTPPORT STRUCTURE AND FLANGES

{’oan is an original member of the mechanical design team responsible for the overall nle-
cha.nical design of RICH. In addition to participating in all aspects of the mechanical clesign
of RICH. he is solely responsible for the procurement, and quality assurance evaluation of
the radiator support shell and “of the structural flanges that align and connect the radiator

system with the ensemble of photon detectors. These are the largest mechanical elements of
RICH.

SMIT is entirely responsible for procuring a low-radiation length, impermeable and low-
outgassing radiator support. shell for RICH. This support shell will be made from 1.5 mm
thick carbon fiber material and will ha~~ea S2 cm diameter and a length of 2.5 rnet.ers. The
favored carbon fiber material type has been measurecl to be effectively impermeable. Its
mechanical properties are more than sufficient to withstand the loacls imposed by the weight
of the racliator crj-stals. .A wmclor has been identified who is capable of fa.bricat ing the shell

in a timc=]yf’asllion, It k anticipated that. the order for the support shell will be placed within

two months.
A set. of’ four large ( about 65 inches) cliameter aluminum alloy flanges are lleecled to

clefine the circularity of the radiator support shelL align ancl support. the ensemble of photon
cletectors. provicle a variety of air tight gas seals and provide a mechanical backing for a set
of segmented ult.ra.~;iolet reflecting mirrors. After having participated in their clesign. C’oan
is solely mpollsible for the procurement ancl cluali ty assurance el-alua tion of all 4 flanges.
.-lppropriate vendors have been identified for each flange.

4.2 Electronics projects

~.~.l ELEC$TRONIC4SASPIXTS or THE CLEO RICE? DETECTOR

.Irns Staeck ancl Igor Volobouev are working on the electronics aspects oft he R IC’H cletect or.

.-1 goocl spatial resolution of the RICH detector is achieved by a fine segmentation of the
det eci or catlmcle boarcls with S x S 7nmz (0.31’i x 0.317-’) pads. For :30 RIC’H moclules.
which form il. qllasi-cylincler of Wcm inner and 100cnl outer raclius. this segment.at ion yielck
~:j~.4(-)0rp~(lo~lt. (.]l~l]]]els.

The readout architecture is organized in a hierarchy strongly coupled with the geometrical
detector layollt. Each of the :30 RICH nloclules is 2..5 x 0.20 mz (9s.4 x 7.S7.”) in size

and contains 7(NO channels. These modules are subdivided into 12 reaclout cells which are

connected via multi wire flat. cables to the .outsicle worlcl. (\’hIE carcls ). Each of’the reaclout

cells contains 640 channels which nave to I]e mapped to tile readout pads on tile cathode
board.

Prea.mplification and shaping of the signals is done with a 64 channel chip (either \~A-

R IC!H developc~d by \~iking or Sl;~ which is used in the silicon vertex detector alreacly).
TlleSeeItil)+;Vi.I.I–I)e–IllO~fili.p carrier hoards llost.ing t~vo of them On a thin C;10
substrate. Five chip carrier boarcls will be connected to form one reaclout cell. There are
two major inl cwccmnwtion issues to ix=addressed in the chip carrier clesign:

(a) 12S-cIMIlnrl connections Iwt.weell the chip carrier board and the cat hoclr board.
(1)) fio-(.h?lllll~’lCable t.Oboard COlllleCtiOns tO il]terCOIIIICY’t.the Chj]) CilITh. ]J02i1& \Vithin

011(1 wadoIIl ccl! aII(l t 0 conlmt t h(’se also to the front end electronics.

I

I



The roust raints on the board to board connections result from reliability recluirements :
and geollletrical constraints:

Wnllections should be removablein order to allow substitutions and repair of the chip
carrier boards prior to installation of the device insicle the CLEO detector.

- connections should be extremely reliable as the chip carrier boards will not be accessible
for repairs after the installation inside the CLEO detector.

- the total height of the chip carrier assembly over the cathod boa.rcl should not exceed
10 mm (0.39”).

connections should be as close as possible to the location of the chip to minimize the ‘<
input. capacit ante seen by the preamplifier and t.hmefore optimize the noise performance. —

- surface mountable connectors ha~’e to be chosen since nO scre]vs or I]o]es are ajlo~yed in

the cat bode board.
iinert ion force shoulc] be minimal as the cathode boards can not take any mechanical

st 1’(-?ss.
TIIe swoncl level of illtrrcollllectioll contains the signal cables as well as power supplj ancl

control signals. The recluirements agail) are driven by the neecl of moclularit~’ and reliability..
III addit iw the connectors should

shit ril)l)ol]. flex. or nlulti-tlvisted pair cable.
- fit illt o t ho vcrt ical space oi’10 mm (0.:39’”)t oget her with the board to l~oard connect or$ -.

and ]101exwrd .50 mm (1.97’”) in width.
- I)(’ l(Jcl;illg/latclliIlg to increase the reliability-.

.–

“1’l~efirst l)ro{ot ~-pe. IJresented at the R 1(.’11electronics meeting held October 2. fulfills all
01’1IIc .3I)OYCst at d requirements. Alt bough the single components hare a larger height than
.7 111111. 1 lIC c“olnl)]rte chip carrier board with tl~o (i-l pill connectors and two .50 pin connectors _
l]as a total l]cight less than 10 mm by choosing all -1connectors to he on the same side of
t lle rliip caryier board.

4.?.2 TIiII:-O\’~R-rrIIR~SJiOI,~ TJH’IJXIQI-JIFOR A J)RIFT C4HAAIB~~RL.-IDOIT S\-STr\I

Tl]c ( ‘1,1; ()-111(let c’ct.or. scl]cKILdedto conic to ojx:ration at the end of 1997. will have a ne~s 1
clrift cl)a]l]lxv \Vhicll \Yill provide position and specific ionization measurements for tracks
of (’llargml lxlrt icles. Due to (-’ESR luminosity increase. this chamber will work at higher ~-
l~art iclc rates ~vhicll call not be handled with existing front-end electronics. Xe;~. high-
spw<l readout sj-stem must be built to achieve aclequa.te detector perforn]ance. To a~70ic{
a degradation of the drift chamber resolution. the front-end electronics should ha~-e the
following charact.erist its:
— 1 ns leading edge resolution.
— 1OX charge resolut ion per hit.
..—abilit)r to work ill high rate enviromnent (up to 10 1W2 per wire at iuwr IaJ-ers).

—.

Tl]rscJ rcqllirell)ellts can be mc”t \rit h a circuit basecl on a high-speed analog-to-digit al con-
1“(’1’1(’1’((’. g.. a flash AD(.’ ). but these systems tcmclto be expensi~c. Thus economy mot ivatecl
derisiol~ has IXYJI}ll]a(l<’ill favor of a ‘TD(’ based system. SLIC1]system requires a char,ge-to-
1ill]($(“(jltl”(’rl(>rfor slxwific iollizat iol) llleasurenlents. We performed a det ailed stud)’ of one z-
t)j’11)(wI (wlli-crsiol] i wlljli(llles called “-tin]e-over-t hresllold”.



In a. time-over-threshold converter thew signal from a.drift chamber preamplifier is shaped

IIYan integrator or by some other circtlit. Then a comparator produces a signal whose wi~tll
is equal to the time during which the shapecl signal is larger than a. certain threshold value
(time-over-threshold). If the initial signal is short in comparison with the shaping time

and the shapecl pulse has an exponential decay then the response is logarithmic, which
leads to approximately constant relative charge resolution for short signals. This behavior
is adequate for charge measurement because fluctuations in the specific ionization producecl
by a charged particle are proportional to the expectation value. The leading edge capture
should be performed by another circuit because shaping produces a delay which is different
for different signal amplitudes. Signals from the timing circuit and charge circuit can be
combined together and directed to a high resolution multi-hit TDC (for example. LeCroy

MTD 13:3). Fig. 15 illustrates a. principle design of the system.
In practice we have to deal with finite width input. Wiclth and shape of clrift chamber

signals vary with clifferent track positions within the cell and different cluster clist ributions
along th~ t ra cl;. These variations procluce deviations of the shapecl signal from impulse
response of’ shaping circuit. a.ncl can result in different time-over-t.hresholcl measurements
for the same actual charge if the characteristic time of drift chamber pulses is comparable
with the shaping tiln~:. To est.ima.te how these effects affect charge resolution we created a
program simulating time-over-threshold converter and studied its behavior with both real
ancl computer generat.ecl drift chamber signals.

For our simulation we used several sets of input signal waveforms. One set was collected

wit II a cligita] oscilloscope from the CLEO-11 clrift chamber fillecl with Ar .50(%-Ethane .50%
gas mixture. Two other sets were takey from the test clrift chamber inside the C’LEO detector
fillecl with I-k 50(%Propane 50% ancl He 50%-Isobutane 50% gas mixtures. The cell structure
of’all these chambers is iclent.i~al ancl the same structure will be usecl in the C’LEO-H1 clrift
ChaIllbc’r.

For a given time-over-threshold measurement. the actual charge (measurecl by straight
integration of’ input waveforms ) has an approximately normal distribution with its expec-
tal ion value equal to the value obtainecl from time-over-threshold reconstruction and width
proportions] to tile charge itself. The clepenclence of relative charge resolution on shaping
t inw is presentec[ in Fig. 16 for different data-sets. This charge resolution can be improvecl if
the arrival time of the signaIs is available because this time is correlated with signal shape.
Tracks t ra~wrsjng a clrift cell near the sense wire in the center produce wicler signals with
Ieacling edges arrjving earlier t han tracks passing close to the cell-s edge. This correlation can
Im taken into -account--by introducing a. correction term t.o the measured time-over-thresllolcl
clepending on the leacling edge time. To estimate an improvement. in charge resolution. we
genera.tecl ‘a Monte Parlo sample of pulses using drift chamber simulation program Garfielcl.
W’efouncl an improvement. in resolution by a factor of 1.6 due to this correction.

To estimate the effect of high rates on the charge reconstruction. we simula.tecl a sequence
of’drift chamber pulses as an input for our circuit. Waveforms were taken at random from
the C’LEO-I I clrift chamber clataset. ancl time intervals between them were assumed to follow
a Poisson process time distribution with 10 kHz mean rate. The charge infornlat,ion is lost
[or two hits if their output signals overlap. Fraction of such hits is SIIOWIIin Fig. 17 for
different sllapi]lg time%.

Figures I6 ;iJJd 17 reveal rather strong limitations of the time-over-t hresllold t.echniclue
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in the lligll-ra.te environment. Taking into account possible reduction of errors clue to arrival

time information, we should be able to achie~~e 10(x. charge resolution with 300 ns shaping I
time constant.in the.drif~charnber with He-Propane gas mixture (this mixture will be usecl in

the CLEO-111 chamber). ‘The fraction of hits for which we loose charge informs.t.ion strongly
depencls on the signal rate. M;ith this shaping time this fraction is about 3% at. 10 kHz
per wire. In reality this fraction may be larger because hits do not follow Poisson time

-clistribution=but come in_bunches following accelerator beam pattern. This disadvantage led
to the decision to use another type of charge-to-time converter (trigger gated integrator) in
the C!LEO-111 drift chamber front-end electronics.

Though rejected for the CLEO-111 front-end design, time-over-threshold technique is a I
valuable tool for high energy physics experiments which do not operate at extremely high
luminosities. It. can provide an effective and economical solution for detector readout. systems.

Since no trigger decision ismecessa.ry for the charge cligitization, this technique can be used
with simplified clata accfuisition schemes.

This work was presented at the 1995 Electronics for Particle Physics Conference in Chest -

nut Ridge sponsored by LeCroy Corporation.

——
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Figure 1T: Fraction of si~na.]s for which charge information is lost clue t.o overla.ppi]lg of
out.p~lt pulses. For each plot signals are taken at ranclorn from corresponding clatasets with

10 kHz rate and shaped with a double integrator.
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5) ATLAS

The experiment design work on the ATLAS detector culminated last fall in the Technical
Design proposal submitted to the CER N LHC Committee in December 1994. Since then. the
work on the experiment has concentrated on detail cost estimate of the detector components.
In the spring of 1995 it became evident that the overall cost of the experiment as presented
in the Technical proposal would be about 25% higher then the original estimates basecl on
conceptual design. Therefore. the summer ancl fall of 199.5 were devot ecl to development
of strategies for staging and descoping of the experiment in order t.o fulfill the guidelines
requested by the CERN management. All detector components were reviewed. but the
major effort was concentrated on the issues related to the toridal magnet system whose cost

increased by over 40(% mainly due to an unanticipated neecl for the full ra.clial size prototype
coil. The choices of the descoping options will be made in time for the November LHC’
Committee meet ing. A formal approval of the experiment is also expectecl at that time.

SMU activities in ATLAS during 1995 were minimal ancl limit ed to comments a.ncl aclvice
on the global detector parameters based on experience clerivecl from the GEJI cletect or at
the SS(’. Iu the coming academic year Richarcl Stroynowslii is planning to spencl substantial
tract ion of his time working on the ATLAS project and part icipat.ing in the lmam tests of
the Liquid Argon calorimeter prototypes at. C’ERN-.

6) Budget explanation

The budget included in this proposal inclucles support for the continuation of present, activi-
ties. It consists of the salary support for two professorial faculty (? month summer support).
two postdoctoral fellows and for two gracluate stuclents. In addition. a continuat ion of’a :YYZ
sa]arj. s~lpport for a machinist is request d.

The ( ‘ornel] and Atlas Expenses reflect the costs incurrecl at the experiments sites. TIIey
i]lclude costs 01’small tools. magnetic tapes and supplies.

Doll)est ic t ravel cmpenses are dominated I]J-the costs of trayel to It haca for shifts. nlonthlj-
( ‘ojlalmratiol] meetings ancl for the meetings of RICH mechanical construction and electrol]-
ics grolll)s as well as of the physics analysis groups. The cost of travel varies seasonally
and is clominatecl l)y the airfare. It ranges from about $600 per trip cluring the winter to
$S.50 per t rip during the summer. A total of four trips per month are neeclecl to fulfill our
responsi bi Iit.es. Four trips to conferences to present C’LEO results are ant.icipat.ed. Two 1’S
ATLAS (’ollabora.tion meetings at BNL ancl .4NL are also planned.

Foreign travel is clominatecl by the neecls to travel to C’ERX for ATLAS Collaboration
!Ilcv’[illgs. ‘~lle cost of such travel clepenck on the length of sta~- and is estimated at $K2.5011
IJer t rip for ol)c lveel; visit. Six trips are anticipated in the coming year. The recpest includes
O1lC1ril) t.o t llr illt.emational conference in 1996.
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LIST OF PUBLICATIONS SINCE JANUARY 1, 1994

Publications in refereed journals

observation of D“ + A’+~-.
1). Cinabro ci al.. Physical Review Letters 72 (1994) 1406.

Obser~:at.ion of a new charmed strange meson.
}-. Kubota d al.. Physical Review Letters 72 (1994) 1972.

Nleasurement of the branching fraction for D+ + Ii- r+~+.
R. Balest ~f a].. Physical Review Letters 72 (1994) 232S.

Analysis of hadronic transitions in T(:3,$’) decays.
F. Butler ft {/1..Physical Review D 49 (1994) 40.

Study of tl)e decay .4: + .lI+VI.
T. 13rrgfeld (f al.. Physics Letters B :323 (1994) 219.

FilSI llIeaSllr(WelIt Of r(~~ ~ ~l+l))/r(~j ~ Or+).
D. Acosta (i (/1.. Physical Re~iew D 49 (1994) 56{)0.

Search for 13” decays 10 two charged leptons.

R, :Immfir (I (/1.. Physical Review D 49 (1WJ4) 5701.

Measllrcm)ent of the l]ranchin.g fraction B( T* + h- FUI)7).
J1. ,\rl Ilso (I fll.. Physical T{m-iewIJellew i’2 (1994) :3762.

I.?xclusivc hadronic B decays to charm ancl charmoniurn final states.
11. S. .Ala])l (1 (Il.. Physical Review 1) 50 (1994) K!.

Lumiuosit). measurement with the ( ‘LEO H detector.
L;. ( ‘rawford f I (Il.. Xuclear Insl runlents and Methods in Physics research .A:145 (19!34)
.1.))),

A nlrasurement of 13(f~~ + Ol+v)/B(ll> + cm+).
F. 13u{ler (f al.. Physim Letters B 324 (1994) 255.

Study of the fiv+charged-pion decays of the 7 lepton.
D. (;ibaut (f {Il.. Physical Review Letters 73 (1994) W4.

\leasurement of (’al~i131Jo-sllI>l)resse(lclecays of the T lepton.
\J. Batt 1P (f al.. Physical Review Letters 7:3 (1994) 1079.

Prodllcl icn] and clecav of D] (2420)” ancl D~(24fiO)0.
p. ,\vc’rv (/ (1/.. p]ljw;cs Letters B :%jl (1994) ~~(i.

ol)s(’ll”at i(m of J: dm.1-s 10 .\r+r”. sort. Y“r+r”. an(l Yr-r+x+.
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16. Observation of inclusive B clecays to the charmed baryons Z:+ ancl X:.
M.Proca.rio tf d.. Physical Review Letters 73 (1994) 1472.

1‘i. Search for neutrinoless decays of the tau Iepton.
.1. Bartelt et al.. Physical Review Letters 7:3 (1994) 1890.

1S. Precision measurement of the D$” – Dj mass clifference.

D. N. Brown ei al., Physical Review D .50 (1994) 1SS4.

19. Two-photon production of charged pion and kaon pairs.

.J. Dominick et al.. Physical Review D .50 (1994) 3027.

20. Measurement of two-photon production of the \ ~z.
.J. Dominick et al.. Physical Review D 50 (1994) 4265.

21. %mlileptonic branching fractions of cha.rgecl ancl neutral B mesons.

M. At.ha,nas tl al.. Physical Review Letters 73 (1994) 3503.

22. Measurement of Cross section for -jy + pp.
M. Artuso d al.. Physical Review D 50 (199-4) .54S4.

2:1. Measurement of the branching fraction for T( 15’) + r+~–.
1). (,’inabro fi al.. Physics Letters B :340 (1994) 129.

~-j. Olm=w.atiol) of’D1(2420)+ and D~(U60)+.

‘I. 13ergfeld (f (11..Physics Letters B :340 (1994) 194.

2.1. 1 [easuwl]]ent of the E + Dxllj branching fractions ancl II j.~1.

J3. 13arish ~t al.. Physical Review D .51 (199.5) 1014.

~(j. First llleasllrell)ellt ofthe ~at,efor~he illc]llsive ~adiati~-e Pen:llill (le~a)- /) + .+-j.

11. S. .Alam ci al.. Physical Re~iew Letters 74 (199.5) 2SS.5.

27. First ol)servation of E: + =‘“c ‘Vc ancl a measurement of the E$/E~ lifetime ratio.

.1. P. Alexander (f al-, Phj-sicaI Review Letters 74 (1995) 311:3.

2s. O bwm-a.tion of excited charmed baryon states clecaying to :i~ ii+ r–.

K, W’. Eclwards ~f al.. Physical Review Letters 74 (199.5) :3:3:31.

29. T(1,5’) + -, + noninteract.ing particles.
R. Balest ff a/.. Physical Review D 51 (19%) 205:3.

30, Ncvv (Iecay mocles of the :~~ charmecl haryon.

R. Ammar Fi al.. Physical Review Letters 74 (ILW) 3s:34.

:3!. Form factor ratio measurement in :1~ + At *v,.
(j, ( ‘rawforcl (I al.. Physical Review Letters 7.5 (1995) 624.

:12. .-1S(%rch for B + /i//.
\ 1. :\ rt uso r I {/1..Physical Review Letters 75 (1995) 7S.5.
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33.

:34.

:3.5.

7.2

1.

~.

:3.

Measurement of the decay asymmetry parameters in Ay + A~+ and .4: + 2+ To.
M. Bishai ef ul.. Physics Letters B :350 (1995) 256.

Measurement. of the ratio of branching fractions B(DO + x- C+ve)/B(l1° + 1(-( ‘v,).
F. Butler d cd., Physical Review D52 (1995) 2656.

Inclusive decays of B mesons to charmonium.

R, Balest et al., Physical Review D52 (1995) 2661.

Conference papers

Measurement of haclronic spectral moments in ~ decays and determina.tion of oS.
R. St.roynowski.
Proceedings the XXVII International Conference on High Energy Physics. Glasgo~v.
Scot t lancl. 20-27 .July 1994. p.S59. Institute of Physics Publishing. Bristol.( 1994). P.
J. B L[ssey ancl 1. G. Iinowles Ed.

Summary talk.
R. St.roynowski

Summary talli at the Tau94. Third Workshop on Tau Lepton Physics. Montreux.
Switzerland. 19-22 September 1994. Nuclear Physics B (Proc. Suppl. ) 40 (199-5)
,~~().

Papers subrnitt.ed to the 1995 International Europhysics Conference on High Energy.
Physics (IZPS) ancl to the Lept.on-Photon Confere;lce in Beijing.
( ‘0 XF93-l. B. Barish d (il.. First observation of the decay ~ + J{qv,.

( ‘ONIW.5-?. R. Bales~ cl (/1.,Tau decays int o three charged leptons and t wo neutrinos.

CONIW5-:l; .J. 1’. Alexander e{ al.. Measurement of B + ti.Y.
C!O?W795-5. T. Bergfelcl et d.. Study of 1? + op.
CON W5-6. K. W. Edwarcls cf d.. t~pclat.e on the exclusive 13 + 1{=”(S90)-~ lmeasure-
ment from C’LEO.

(’0XF95-?. D. 11. Asner d al.. Search for exclusive charmless hadronic B decays.
C’0XIW5-S. K. Tl:. Edwards tf al.. Search for B + .Yso from l) + .<gluon transitions.
C’0NFV5-!). R. Ammar tf al.. Measurement of the branching rations for exclusive
/) + UIVc]ecays. —.— —. ..— _ _________ ____ ___ ._
( ‘OS1;9.5-10. J-. Iiubota ct al.. Measurement. of B(.B + D“lfi) using neii.rino recon-
struction technic]ue.
CONIW5-11. X. Fu ei al.. 11~-lepton charge correlations in B meson decays: -~ st.udl.
of the DS meson production mechanism.

C’0NFW5-l-l. P. A1’ery ef al., Observation of a narrow state decaying into =~r-.
C’0NF95-I ,5. M. Bishai Ei al..Obser~at.ion of -,.‘+ charmed barvon decays to 2+ A“- r+..,
~+~~-”o. a,lld Al{- Z-+~+.

( ‘0 NlW5-l(i. .J. P. Alexander tf al.. Observation of the Cabibbo suppresses charmed
baryon decay .l~ + pb.
(‘ONIW7-17. .1. Gro]]lwrg f I al.. Observation of the isospin-violat ing decay l~;+ +
r)+ 1) ..—— —

.,Z.
—
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CONFW-lS. L. Gibbons et al.,A measurement of B(DO 4 .Ii-TyT- )/13(D0 +
Ii-r+).
cONF!3.5-20, M. Artuso rf d.. Analysis of Do + A’~.X- decays.
CONF95-21, .J. Bartelt ef al., Measurement of the ratios B(D$ --+ 7?l+V)/13( D$ +

dl+v) and B(D$ + q/l+v)/B(D~ -+ 41+V).
(20 NF95-22, D. Gibaut et al., Improved measurement of ?i’(@ + ~/+v)/17(Dj +
d’n-+).
C!ONF95-23, B. Ba.rish ef a].. Exclusive two-photon production of Q – !2 pairs.
(!ON F95-24. D. hf. Asner et al.. Measurements of the electromagnetic transition form
factors of light. pseudoscalar mesons at a. large momentum transfer,
(?ONF95-2,5. R. Bakst et al.. Measurement, of the decays ~- + II-h+ h- v, an~l

T– 4 h-h+h-7i’JvT.

C’0NF95-26, G. C’rawford et 01., Measurements of the two-photon width of the char-
monium states T?c.1! and 1?.
(.!ON F95-21’, .J. <;ronberg ~t al., hleasurement of the form factors for ~“ + D“+ 1- v.
( !ONF9$28. R
( ‘ONF95-2!3, B
( ‘C) NF!M-:30..1

lllesons.

Balest c; al., Search for B + iv? decays.
Barish (f d.. TWO photon production of A – .~ baryon pairs.
P. Alexander ~t al.. !5emileptonic B meson clecay to P-wave charm

Technical notes

Scarcll for neutrino]ess decays of the t au lepton.
1. \:olol>ouev. T. SImamicki ancl R. St roynowski.
(’LEO Note (.!EIX94-1 (1994).

TIM=(.’LEO 111 Detector: Design ancl Ph!.sits C;oak.
The ( ‘LEO (’ollal)oratioll. (“’LNSW/127T (19%4).

TII.e (’LIZ() III Detector !-pgrade Project.
D. H. AIiller ~f oL, The CLEO (’collaboration.
P reposal to the Department of Energy. February lW4.

—

Light ret ardation in a high magnetic field and search for light sca.lar/pseudo-scalar ~

part icles using ult.ra-sensit ive int erferometly.
Talso {’. P. ~.’hui rt al.. C’altecll - Shfl’ - Stanford - SSCL - Tsing Hua l;niversit!-- .
Taiwan - Chiao Tung University. Tai\ran.

.

.-

Expressiou of Interest for the {.-se of the SSC Assets. Submit tecl to the 1.’. S. Depart -.:

ment of Energy. April lWM.
.

SAII’HEP 94-0S (1994).

(.’ommfwt ou tau physics ill the next clecac{e.
—
.

Tollli]sz S[;\Yarnicl;i ancl Rj.szarcl $troynowski. .
l’osit iou palm cent.ril~uted to the DPF study OH t ]le fut urc of Iligh Eucrgj- I’llysics. =

Shl ( - HKP !)1-06. Apri] lW4.
—
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Initial GEANT simulation studies of aerogel PID clevice for CLEO III.

V. Fadeyev, T. Skwarnicki and R. Stroynowski. CLEO note CBX 94-:31 (1994).

Definition studies for a proposal to measure the velocity of light in a magnetic fielcl.

JPL - SMU - SSCL - Taiwan Collaboration.
Proposal sul>mittecl to the U. S. Department of Energy, JPL S0-4004. lMay 1994.

Light retarclation-absorption and axion (LiR.4 ) experiment project, Final Report.
T. Chui et al.. Report for a project Definition Study for on-site use of the Supercon-
ducting Super Collicler .4ssets and Facilities. US DOE, R-912 (1994).

Tuning of the muon Monte Carlo efficiency.
Guoheng ll~ei, T. Skwarnicki and R. Stroynowski.
C’LEO note CBX 94-72 (1994).

Lept on-tagged analysis of the branching fractions for ~ + :311VTancl ~ + :31~#vr.
\“asilii Shelko~’. T. SkwarnicIii ancl R. Stroynowski.
(.’LE() note C’BX 94-7S (1994).

.Axion search with optical technicpe.
R~-szarcl St.ro~v)owski ant] Ariel Zhitnitsliy.
SllI--HEP 94-12 (1994).

ATL.AS Technical Proposal for a general-purpose pp experiment at the haclron collicler
at (.’ERNT.
CERN/LHCC’/94-l3. LHC’C/P2. 15 December 1994.

The (‘LEO 111IMector Slatus Report.

Tile ( ‘LE() (’ollal)orat ion. Report to the Program Aclvisory Committee. (.’BX 94-7:1

(1!)91).

Progress report oll silica aercyyl R.UD for C’LEO HI PID.
.1. Dominick. 1’. Skwarniclii. R. Stroynowski. D. Amer. G. Maseli. B. Xemati ancl P.
Skubic-.
SNITJ HEP 94-20 (1994).

1!. S. .4tlas Proposal.
E. Berger (f al.. I.T.S. ATLAS Collaboration. Proposal for the [;.S. participation in

the ATL.-~S experiment a.t the LHC submitted to the Department of Energy ancl the
Xational $rience Funclation. .4pril 1995.

‘J.au clecays into three chargecl leptons ancl two neutrinos.

1. Volobouev. R. St.roynowski ancl T. Skwarnicki.
(’13X 95-:30 (1!)95).
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Papers submitted for publication

Ol>servat.ionof B+ yxdecays.
.J. P. .klexander et al., TheCLEO Collaboration.
CLNSW-1291,C LE094-18( 1994). Submitted for pLlblication.

Stucly of jet production rates in the four flavor continuum and a test of QC’D.
L. Gibbons et aL. The CLEO Collaboration.
CLNS 95/1:32% CLEO 95-2 (1995). Submitted for publication.

The inclusive decay B + q.Y.
Y. Kubota et d. The CLEO Collaboration.
C’LNS 9.5/1327. CLEO 9.5-4 (199.5). Suhmittecl for publication.

Measurement of Q$from 7 decays.
T. ~oan et al.. The ~LEO collaboration.
CLNS 95/1332. CLEO 96-6. Submitted for

Search for CP violation in Do clecay.
.J. Bartelt C( al.. The (’LEO C’ollaborat.ioll.

publication.

( ‘LYS 9.5/ 1:3:3:3.C’LEO %5-7 (199.5). Submitted for publication.

Search for exciusive charmless hadronic B decays.
D. M. iisne~ cl ~L1.. The t.!LEO Collaboration.
C-!LNS95/1:3:3S. CLEO 95-S (19$5). Submitted for publication.

Olxwrvation of the Cabibl>o supressecl charmed baryon decay A: + po.
.1. P. .Mcwancler rf al.. The C’LEO Collaboration.
(7LXS 95/134:3. C’LEO $5-9 (199S). Sul>mittecl for publication.

Obsmn’at ion of the isospin-violat ing clecay D:+ + D: r“.
.1. Gronberg C.I al,. The (; LEO Collaboration.
( ‘LSS g5/l:M(i. (’LEO !J5-10 (1995). Submittecl for publication.

lleasurcwent of the decays ~- + h-l}~l/-Jl, and ~- - h-l~+h- T“v,. R. Bales\ .FI
al.. The CLEO Collaboration. C’LNS 95/1:347, (’LEO 95-11 (199.5). Submittecl ior

publication.

observation of the -+. ~+~-”~. a]ld .\li-T it .=: charnlecl l>aryon decays to Y+ A’- A -1--+

T. Bmgfelcl cl al.. The CLEO CollaboratioI1.
(.’L?YS9.5/1:349. CLEO $5-12 (1995). Submittecl for publication.

ilIeasurenlent of the ratios B(D$ + ql+II)/B(D$ + OPV) and J3(.D$ +
t)/1+1/)/B(D$ + o~+l/).

G. Brandenburg c{ al.. The CLEO (collaboration.
(’LNS 95/1:1.51. C’LEO 9.5-1:3(1995). Submitted for publication.

obsemat ion of a narrow state clecaying into E~7-.
P. Avery (i {Il. The C’LEO (collaboration.
( ‘LXS 9fi/1 :152. ( ‘LEO $5-14 ( 199.5). Submittecl for pubiicat iou.
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PROGRESS REPORT AND PROPOSAL: THEORY TASK

K. Hornbostel. G. McC’artor, F. Olness, and R. Vega

Owmsmmv

The theory group at SMU has been very productive, both in terms of’ research and

growth. The present theory group consists of five tenured or tenure-track theoretical facult y:
Hornbostel. h4cCartor. Olness, Teplitz. and Vega.. In addition, Dr. Doris Rosenbaum is a

Scholar in Residence, and Dr. Randall Scalise is a Visiting Professor for the 1!395-6 year.
Dr. Scalise recei~:ecl his Ph.D. from the Pennsylvania State University. where he worked
wit h Prof. .John C’. Collins. Former members of the theory group have obtained excellent
positions. Dr. Ariel Zhitnitsky (SMU 1993-95) has taken a tenure-track faculty position with
The I;niversity of British Columbia. Vancouver; Dr. Stephan Riemersma (SMU 199:3-95) has

t al;ell a postcloct.oral position with DES Y-Zeuthen in Berlin, Germany.

Ill the period 1994-95. the theory group has 37 papers written. puhlishecl. or in prepa-

twtion. and (he 4 PI-S nave given W conference and seminar presentations. .%dditionally. all
t Iw P I‘s II af’r made extended research visits in the past. year. Hornl)ostel spent the sum-
mws O( Iw 1 and 1995 at. (’ornell. ?dc(’art or macle month long research visits to both Ohio
St al c I ‘I]iversity wd SL.+C, Olness made a two month research trip t.o Europe w-it.h \-isits
at ( ‘ER >. DES}.. IT13P-3Joscow. St. Peterslmrg NPL and Dubna .JIINR. ancl l~ega spent a
research month at UT-.Austin.

31cCartor a.ncl Hornbost.el are active in light-cone physics. Hornbostel also works On

Iat t.ice QCD in which he collaborates with Peter Lepage at Cornell. Olness and Scalise work
on QCD mdiat ive correct ions and the det errninat.ion of structure functions for ha.clron. s.
Olms.s has played a leading role in the {’TEQ national collaboration. l~ega is active in
elect rowea k ,5J.mmetry breaking. CP violation. ancl SSC physics. Rosenbaum ancl Teplit z

work ou tile dark mat.t.er problem. and Teplit.z also collaborates with Duane Di cus (I.’T-
.4ust ill) on other tepics. SJII’ now has by far the most acti~e high-energy theory group in
1he ]Iorl h{wl lKI1[ ot’ t lIe stat e. 11 constitutes a miijor regional resource ancl center of activity.
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THEORETICAL TASK KENT IIORNBOSTEL

1) Kent Hornbostel: Progress Report and Proposal

Q{.’D has pro~icled a successful c{escription of the strong interactions at short distances.
whine perturbation theorj- is a.pplicahle. Calculations have proven more challenging in cases
wllere the coupling is strong, preventing Coq>ariscms Of SUChbasic quantities as ha~ronic

masses with experiment. My current and planned research pursues nonperturbative QCD

along two lines, summarized below. The first employs lattice gauge theory, mainly in the
study of heat’y quark systems, while the secoud uses light-cone quantization.

1.1 l?recision CalculationsOf y Properties, ilfb, =d CY.

(Hoi’rlbostfl)

INTRO~UC:TION AND PAST RESEARCH

This work emploj-s the well-estal>lishecl tool of lat t ice gauge theory on heavy cluarli bound
states, b~lt using a nonrelativistic effective Lagrangian to simulate the quarks. The lattice
provides a nonperturbat i~-e.gauge-invariant regulator. while the effective Lagrangian exploits
tile essent ia 1lj- nonrelat i\-istic nature of these systems. Excitations on scales greater than the
hea~y-cluark mass, which is much greater than typical bound-state momenta.. are eliminat.eci
ancl replaced I}j- a finite series of local ancl calculable effective interactions. h~y collabora-
tors and I llase computecl these to account for relatif-itj” ancl lattice-spacing errors [1] such
that computations to within errors of 10IZ. ancl in really cases less than .5(ZI.were possible,
a IIowing meaningful comparisons with the wealth of experimental data available for the ~[’
(charmoniuln) ancl T (bot tomonium ) systems.

Aft er conclllding a year of code de~relopment. \Ionte C’arlo simulations at the Ohio super-
computm facility. and statistical analysis of the resulting propagators, essentially all of the
o~igill~~](JIJj~IC~i~fe~Of t]lis program hare been obtainecl fOr the ‘1’and ;’ .s~-stems. hklj” were

prment cd al Lattice 9:3-95 and appear in Ref. [.3.-1]. These inclucle 1P – 1,$’ancl 25’ – 1,5’
sl)lit t.ings t u Ivithin a few per cent: spin splittings ancl second excited states to 20 — :30(%;
J)reclicl ions for the as yet unobserved l,f’u allcl 111~states; and Y wa,vefunctions. which will

provide iuput for decay rates as well as a first-principles test of various potential models.
OI~e of the most important consecluences of this study is the abilit)- to extract several

of the fundamental parameters of the st anclard model. We have recently published values
fOr the ()-~lllark mass :~~b,accurate to Within a fe~~per cent [~], anc~ for the strong coLlpling
constant c~.s.which we have cletermined to within 2% at the scale of the Z mass [6]. These
are current ly the most accurate values available from lattice calculations or from any other
method.

This project employed several new’ or relatively untested improvements in lattice calcu-
lational techniques. and its success suggests their utility in a broad variet}- of contexts. In
additiol] 10 an effrct ire nonrelat ivistic action, we make important use of lattice perturbation
theory. illll)roved a.ctiom to account for finite spacing errors and relativity, a.ncl smearecl prop-
tiga.tor wlirws l~asecl on potential model wa.vefunctions. In p,artflicular. the accuracy of our
results clcpendml crucially on recent ac{l,ances in the choice of both pert. urbat ive scheme ancl
scalr. and tllc ilnl)ro!-enlent of lattice operators to remove ta.cIpoles and so l>~ing them closer
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to their cent inuum equivalents [’i]. The success of these recent aclvances great.1~-extencls the

range ancl accuracy of calculations possible on currently available lattices.

PROPOSED RESEARCH AND ONGOING WORK

In the near future, we intencl to use improved statistics from additional runs and the imple-
mentation of the next order relativistic and lattice-spacing corrections to the Lagrangian to
reduce errors in spin splittings. Mb and QS by factors of two to five. New efforts will include

calculation of the llC spectrum. ancl the use of wa.vefunctions extracted from our simulations
to compute leptonic decay rates and electromagnetic transitions.

1.2 Improved Actions

[Ho]do.sf~l)

IX~RODt’CITJON AND PAST RIZSEARCH

Lattice Q(!D is undergoing something of a revolution. clue to several fundamental improve-
nwnts in la t.tice calculational techniques [’i]. As a result. accurate measurements of basic
qllalltit.ics SLIC]Ias lig]lt haclron masses. until recent]! thought to be many years awa~-. may

SOO1]lx’ a[ Iainahle. These include a simple metho(l t’or removing large tadpole renormai-

izat ioils peculiar t.o lattice gauge fields. and the (Ielllollst.ra.t.ioll that. use of a renorma.hzed
ccnlpling constant with an appropriately chosen scale [’i,S] renders lattice perturbation the-
ory reliable at scales M low as a few GeV. With these tools. effective interactions ma}- be

acldml fo improve the lattice action on lattice with spacings as large as half of a fermi. by
rcvnoving 1att.ice-spacing errors in a way which is perturbatively calculable and introduces

no new parameters [9]. This creates a Lagrangian much closer the that of continuum QC’D.
and a1lows [or accurate calculations on relatively coarse lat t ices. The a.ccurat.e Y measure-
nwnts discussed above clepenclecl on use of an effective nonrelativist ic act ion: bul 1at t icr
prrt urbat ion theory. an improvecl action to account for finite spacing errors and re]at i~it y.

and 1l)e 1iidpole improvement of operators were also essential ingredients. \Yil bout 1il(l]lOl(’

ilnprovrnwl)t. for esample, spin splittings woulcl ha~e been underesl imated hy half.

PROPOSED RES~A~CH AND ONC;OING \VORI;

Preliminary results. including measurements of the static quark potential and the spin-

averaged spectrum of cha.rmonium. employing these methods on a lattice with a - .4 fm
appear in [10]. This is about five times larger than lattice spacings now typically in use.
requiring many orders of magnit.ucle less computing power. while pro~-iding results which
were subst.al]tiallv more accurate. This success strongly suggests their utility ill a broacler
variety of’ contexts. In particular. calculations of light haclrons within errors 01 a fe~r per
cent ln:lj. SOCMIbe possible. and I will collaborate with physicists at Cornell ancl 17ermilab to

ill.lrllll)t tl]is.

1.3 Light-Cone Quantized QCD

(JYO)./l6(J.5/(/)

4:3
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INTRODUCTION AND PAST RESEARCH

This lineof research explores the application of light-cone quantiza.tion (LC’Q) to bouncl
states and studies of vacuum properties. Introduced in the 1960s, LCQ has long proven a

useful tool in perturbation theory. However, its boost invariance and the simplicity of the

LC! vacuum are substantial advantages for nonperturbative calculations, and have recently
encouraged some new applications. Toward that end, S. Brodsky. H.-C. Pauli ancl I have
appliecl this formalism to numerically compute masses and wavefunctions in 1+1 dimensional

QCD [11]. We produced the masses and wavefunctions for essentially complete spectra of

mesons ancl l]aryons for a variety of numbers of colors, typically at the cost of a few minutes
of CPU time. I have also developed a procedure for identifying and retaining vacuum effects
in the LC Hamiltonian [12], and applied it successfully to the Gross- Neveu and Schwinger
Models [1:3.14]. Finally, the Harniltonian lattice formulation of QCD at strong coupling

provicles a simple and appealing picture of confinement [15]. To see how this picture appears
on the light cone. I have completed the necessary first step of working out quantization in
the L(’ equivalent of the temporal gauge [16].

PROPOSIZD RESEARCH AND ONGOINC; \YORK

I ha~.e expanded the QCD (1+1) cocle to include an arbitrary number of fla~~ors as well
as colors. Among other projects. Broclsky and I propose to use it to stucly higher- Focli
wavefunctions. particularly those with additional heavy quarks. In addition. I WOUIC1like t o
generalize the techniclue usecl to retain vacuum effects in the Gross-Neveu ancl Schwinger
h’loclels in the development of an effect ive Hamiltonian which allows for a. simple I-acuum bui
incorporates these effects into additional interactions. Applied to QCD. this would retain

propmt.ies d Lir 10 vacuum cljma.mics. such as chira] symmetry brealiing. ~vhile preserving

some of the simplicity of LC.Q. Robertson. McCa.rtor and I continue to de~-elop a met hocl

for consistently including bouncla.ry clegrees of freedom in LCQ; in contrast to equal-time

quallt.iza.t.ion. these degrees of freedom often play an important physical role. Finally. 1 intend
to use the ten] pora]-gauge version of LCQ to set up a three-dimensional L(V lat t ice. ~v”hich
will provide a gauge-invariant regulator. 1 will employ this in a strong-coupling calculation

of hadrons. which will contain linear confinement already in lowest order.
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4052 (1992).
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2) Gary McCartor: Progress Report and Proposal

2.1 Introduction: Light-Cone Quantization

This past year we have continued to work in the area of light-cone quantization. Gary

McCartor macle visits of one month each to Ohio State University and SLAC to work with

the light-cone groups in those institutions. He also served on the Committee ancl spoke at

the meetings at Regensburg and Telluride. TWOpapers ancl one book section were published
in 1994 or 1995, and another paper is in press at Z. Phys C [1–4].

The wok fah into two areas: questions of principle associated with light-cone quant.i-

zation: and practical regulators for use in calculations involving realistic theories. The first.
area usually involves the question of zero modes in one way or another. The seconcl area
involves new work with Stan Brodsky and John Hiller. Below, we shall briefly describe the
work in these areas.

2.2 Questions of Principle

Since about 1990 we have knoml that, for the case where one specifies perioclicit.y conclit ions
011 the characteristic, one cannot choose the gauge .A+ = O ( unless one chooses bounclary
concli t ions for the gauge fields which violate the bouncla.ry conditions for the observa.bles )
but. must keep a zero mode in .4+. Furthermore. we have known that if massless Fermion

are present, an infinite number of zero modes in @_ must be kept. Until recently it was

thought by everyone I know that in the continuum. with only massive F’ermions. it should
be possible to use the gauge A+ + = O. have no zero modes. and work in a space which

is entirely l>llysical—l)art. iclllarly if one works in more that two climensions. We have now
seen that this is not. the case. It is incleecl possible to use the gauge .4+ = O —we t.hink-
but one must still keep zero mocle fielcls. at least some of which must be ghosts. Thus. one
lnust clefine a physical subspace. The problem involves the neecl to clefine certain naively

singular operator p roclucts: the ghosts are needed to perform a gauge inrariant. covariant

regularization. The arguments for these ideas are given in [1]. for free theory and in [4] for
QED: the case of two dimensions was worlied in detail as a very illuminating example.

M;e Ilave spent some time working on QC’D1+I in the light-cone representation. In ref. we

presented the analysis for the case of quarks in the fundamental representation. lt~e founcl
that. there is only one vacuum state and no conclensate-results which are in agreement with
results from other methods. Recently Lenz et al [.5]have published results for the case of
quarks in the acljoiut representation. There they found that. for the case of S’L~(2). there

are two vacuum states ancl a chira.1 condensate. We have been considering that model in
the light -cone representation. We find two states of exactly the type that Lenz et al fincl for
the vacuum states and the states are degenerate in the light-cone representation. One of the
states is clearly in the physical subspace but the c~uestion of whether the other state also lies
in that subspace is complex and we have not yet resolved the issue. We continue to study
the question since the answer probably has implications for higher dimensions.

Recent ly. Vary. Fields and Pimer [6] have published calculations of mass perturbation
theory for the Schwinger model through second order in the nm.ss. They remark that there are
both first and second orcler terms ( in the bare mas ) and cplote olcler literature as sho~ving
l.llat ill light-cone qllimtization there is no chiral condensate aud no first. order mass trrm iu
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the perturbation expansion. Actually there is a condensate and a first order mass term as is
shown in ~2];the condensate has a different dependence on the periodicity length, L, with the

light-cone boundary conditions than it does with equal-time boundary conditions. For that

reason the coefficient of the linear term in the mass perturbation expansions are different.
At first glance that may seem to mean that the calculations give different predictions for
observable. The question is actually more complex since one would tune the bare mass to
give an “observed’> physical mass; so the proper question is whether or not other observable
such as structure functions have diflerent values when written in terms of the “observed” (

physical ) mass. We are performing calculations to compare with Vary et al to answer this
important question.

2.3 Regulators

If one does the usual Feynman perturbation theory for Yukawa theory one finds that one
Pauli-Villars field is sufficient to make the Fermion self energy finite and proportional to
the F’ermion bare mass. As has been known for a long time, that is not true in light-cone
cluantization where the result is still divergent with the inclusion of a Pauli-Villars field.

Furthermore: If one includes two Pauli-Villars fields the result is finite butnof proportional
to the bare Fermion mass. Vi:ith three Pa.uli-Villars fields the Feynman answer is obtained.
Since there is a “theorm” that light-cone perturbation theory is obtained from Feynman
perturbation theory by changing the order of integration, Brodsky and I wondered how this
COUICIbe. The answer is that the finiteness of the Feynman answer is a prescription: the in-

tegral is conditionally convergent. One outcome of these investigations is that one regulator
suggested for use in DLC!Q calculations —the so called. invariant cutoff-will actually gener-
ate a lot more counterterms that had been previously thought by the Stanforcl/Heidelberg
group.

We are currently considering the practicality of including Pauli-Villars fields. along with
the covariant cutoff and periodicity conclitions. in computer calculations. To do sLIch calcula-
tions one must. regulate the theory. include the necessary counterterms and make the Hilbert
space finite. The idea would be that inclusion of the extra fields would greatly reduce the
number of’counterterms. The cp-lestion is whether it is more efficient. numerically to crudely
cut off the theory then include a large number of ( nonlocal ) counterterms. as the Ohio
State group is planing to do. or include the extra fields and use less counter terms. .John
Hiller is now working with us on this c]uestion.

During the coming year we propose to finish the calculations on mass perturbation theory
and on Q(>D1 ~1 with acljoint matter. lVe shall also continue to work with Brodsky and Hiller
to analyze the utility of including extra fields prior to truncating the theory in practical
calculations

2.4 References:

[1] (;. A1c(’artc)rand D.G. Robertson. Z. Phys. C62 (1994) :349

[2] (;O ]Ic(’arlor. Z. Pllys. C 64 (1994) 34!3
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[3] G. McCartor, ‘The Vacuum in the Light-Cone Representation” in TIzeo~:y of Hdrons

and Li@f-Front QCD. Stanislaw D G}azek. ed. (World Scientific. 199.5)

[4] D.G, Robertson and G. McCartor. the Mandelstam-Leibbrandt Prescription in Light-
Cone Quantitized Gauge Theories, Z. Phys. C, in press

[5] F. Linz, M. Shifman and hi. Thies, Phys. Rev. D 51 (1955) 7060
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3) Fredrick Olness: Progress Report and Proposal

Relief from teaching in Spring 199.5 allowed me to make an extended European trip (CERN.
DES}’. ITEP, St. Petersburg NPI, Dubna JINR) to present my recent work. as well as to
foster research collaborations. For example, work with Vincent Lemaitre (Louvain) of the
(.’H.4RM-H collaboration (Subsection 2) took place at CERN. Many of my activities are in
conjunction with other CTEQ members and projects, including presentations at the 199.5

C’TEQ/DES}’ summer school. Research during the period 1994-9.5 inclucles 1:3 seminar or
conference presentations. S papers (4 in refereed journals. 2 conference publications, and
~ in preparation), ancl 1 book, Mafhemzfica for Ph~sics. [1] which W= a byproduct of my

research.

3.1 Overview:

Recent ad[”ances in experimental high-energy physics have provided a wealth of clat.a ON
fundamental inters.ct.ions. It is important that the data be completely analyzed in a coher-
ent theoretical framework extending beyond leading-order perturbation theorl-. The insight
gai lled should prove invaluable in planning experiments for the future. and. in the process.
discovering unexpected “new physics.””

Accordingly. the research proposed here is direct ecl t owarcl the interface between present
high energy physics experiments and theory. The objective is to investigate both experimen-
tal Cm plexities and theoretical subtleties in a single coherent frame~~ork to maximize tile
in f’ormat ion extracted. Such a program serves: 1) to optimize the use of present ancl future
experimental clata.. ~) to foc~ls t.heoret,ical efforts towarc] realistic applications. and 3 ) tO

st.illlu]a (C IJOIh experimentzdists ant{ theorists to discover ancl resolve cliscrepa.ncies bet w-een
t’xpecl at icnls and data.

This work is part of a long-term effort to incorporate advances of theoretical calcula-
1ioll.s ill~o experimental data analysis to a.clclress two fundamental issues: 1) the structure

ot’ Iladrons in the Quantum C’hromodynarnic-l] ased parton model. ancl 2 ) resulting precision

comparison with new data.

3.2 Strange Quark Content of the Proton:

(0111(.%<)

INTRODU(qTIOIi & PAST R.~SEARC’H

In references [2]. [:3].and [4], we computed the Next-To-Leading order (NLO ) QC’D contri-
buticms a.ncl found that the higher-order gluon initiated contributions can be comparable in
magnitude to the “leading-order’” sea-quark processes. These results have significant impli-
cat ions for experimental analysis. [-5]

Slwcifica]ly. the CTEQ-ll pa.rton clistribut.ion functions [6] (PDF-S) ~-ieldecl a st range
quark PDF .s(.r) comparable to the H ancl ~~PDF-S. ( ;.(.. K = 1). This result arose from a
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precise global fit including the New-Muon-Collaboration (IWC) neutral current clata and

the Chicago-Colunlbia-Fermilab-Rochester (CWFR) collaboration chargecl current data. Un-
fortunately, the available data could only determine the s-quark distribution inclirectly. A

direct determination was possible using the CCFR dimuon data. However. a NLO calculat-
ion was necessary to account for the large NLO gluon contribution, as well as to minimize
the renormalization scale dependence of the problem.

A complete experimental analysis[7] by Andrew Bazarlio et al., has now been completed
using our formalism. While the NLO calculation does increase the K parameter slightly. it
clearly is not consistent with K = 1. In contrast to the previous leading order analyses. they

find that the strange sea w-dependence is similar to that of the non-strange sea. Aclditionally.
the value oi’ the charm mass extracted from the fit also increases, and is consistent. with
that cletermined in other processes. Certainly, this confrontation between experimental and
theoretical QC!D has yielded deeper theoretical understanding and more precise experimental
predictions for 7J2C.K, and the strange Sea Part’On dis~ribution f~nction. s(.~)-

C[JRRENT & PROPOSED RESEARCH

To cent inue t,l~e above clirect.ion of research. we have been working with \rincent Lemait re
(Louva.in ) of the CHARM-II collaboration to integrate our programs with the C’HARI1-11
analysis. The relatecl work with Anclrew Bazarlio et al.. was published earlier this year. [7] The
(.!TEQ colla.bora.tion has now released the CTEQ-3 PDF.s. and this inclucies the constraint
on the ,stra.nge cluarli clistribution from the CCFR data. [s] Collaborative efforts are ongoing

to incorporate new data sets into the global PDF analyses to extract. the charm mass ancl

the strange quark distribution precisel~..

3.3 A Unified QCD Formulation of

[Oh].es.s. Ricm tmm([)

lmRo~uc’’rIox & PAST R!ZSLARC1i

Leptoproduction of Massive Quarks:

.Applying the above work to inclucle collicler processes. we present. a. unifiecl formulation of
neutral ancl charged current. phenomena that uses a physically intuitive subtraction proce-
clure. [3. 4] W-bile there are many subtraction prescriptions on the market. this unifiecl formu-
lation yields a. stable. reliable preclict ion throughout the entire kinematic region (in cfvding
ihf thwd old r~g;on ). Calculations for fixed-target. and collicler data indicate that most heavy

quark production processes lie in this intermediate threshold region where the heavy quark
neither clecouples nor can be treated as ‘light ‘“parton: therefore, it. is extremely important
to have a. well-clefinecl theoretical prediction that is insensitive to the renormalization scheme
ancl scale. [9. 10]

A unifiecl QCD formulation of leptoproduction of massive cplarlis in chargecl current. ancl
neutral current processes [l. 4] involves aclopt.ing consistent factorization ancl renorrnalizat ion
schemes that encompass both vect or- boson-gluon-fusion (tflamr creaf ;on ) allcl Vector-boson-
lll~lssivc’-t]llarl;-scat. terillg (.fl~fror t.rcii{rlion) procluct.ion mechanisms. [11. 12] It proricles a

framefvOrli which is valicl from the threshold for producing the massive qUarli (where gluon-

fusion is dominant) to the ~’ery high energy regime when the typical energy scale p is much
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largerthan thequarkmassm~ (~~'here quark-scattering should beprevalent).[13] Tllisap-

preach effectively resurns all large logarithms of the type oS(P) log(p2/m$ )* which limit the

validity of existing fixed-order calculations to the region p N ~(??lQ ). ~~;eshow that the mas-
sive cluark-scattering contribution (after subtraction of overlaps) is important in most. parts
of the {Z, Q2} plane except near the thresl~old region” We demonstrate that the factoriza-

tion scale clependence of the structure functions calculated in this approach is substant.ia.lly
less than those ol]tained in the fixed-order calculations. as one WOUICIexpect from a more

consistent formula.tion.[4, 14]

C’t’RRENT & PROPOSI?D RESEARCH

Our formalism uses the O(o~) and U(Q: ) heavy quark production process in the variable-

flavor scheme (VFS ) calculation[3, 4] to obtain a. NLO result .[3, 4] Rlemersma and collabora-
tors have performed a complementary calculation using the 0( cF~) ancl 0( Q: ) contributions

in the fixecl-flavor scheme (FFS) calculation.[10]
\i:e have pooled our efforts to stucly each calculation throughout phase space. and as a

function of the mass factorization scale 11. \Ye find that the FFS is most applicable near

t h reshold. Ivhile the ITS works well for asymptotic Qz. The validity 01 each calculation in

the intw]ledi ate region clepends on the .r and QJ values chosen. The results oft his clet.ailecl
comparison are now published in references [15] and [16].

3.4 A ‘llwee-Order Calculation of Leptoproduction of Heavy Quarks:

(Oll)f .w. Ritn~t rsma, ,~cdi.w)

In close assm-iat ion with the above project. we note that the difference between the variable-
llavor sc]]elllc (\.FS ) calculat ion[:3.4] and the fixed-flavor scheme (FFS ) calculat iou[lO] sug-
gtw 5 Ili$ll(’r ordc~. rontribut ions yet to l~e il~clu~led may l~e important. (.’omhiniug t llvse t ivo
]wxl -1f)-lfIi)cli]lg-orclrIocalculations in a consistent fashion (with t he additional mass fact or-
iza t ions req [Iired) wi11allow us to make preclict.ious basecl upon a three-order result that
combines the best attributes of both calculations. Such a. result woulcl be theoretically sig-
nificant since there are very few processes are computed to three orders. More important Iy.
it would he experimentally significant as the increased luminosity at HERA allows the st udj’
of heavy quark production in detail. The combination should provide an important test of

perturbat ive QCD when compared with the results from HERA.

C’(’RRENT k PROPOSED RESIZARC’11

This I l~r(w-o].d[’r calculation is in progress. and merges tile expertise Of tile LRSX[1O] and
:\( ‘OT[:L 4] grOllpS.j; Additionally. Ranclall Scalise (a recent. adclit.ion to the S141- group) has

[

rxt cnsi Ye cxperien ce wi t.h the renormalization of composite opera.t ors: Scalise has joinecl us

ill this prt)ject.. The intermediate e calculations necessary have been completed. ancl are in the
1.L l)rocwis of Iwiljg ~lleCliPd. Preliminary results of this calculation were presetlt wl at t hr I995
,?,>

f
:, Jloriolld collfcrellcc.[17]

~-t
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3.5 Transverse Momentum Distributionsat HERA:

(0172+s)

INTRODUCTION & PAST RESEARCH

We formulate an energy correlation observable[18-20] for semi-inclusive electron-proton scat-

tering at high momentum transfers, and compute these hadronic structure functions at or-
der o,. ~21] This observable makes use of the large statistics that HERA will generate. is
infrared-safe, and independent of any fragmentation function. Similar ideas used by Collins
ancl Soper~22] for inclusive e+e-annihilation into two observed hadrons. and by Davies. Web-
ber and Stirling[2:3] for the Drell-Yan process, have proved valuable. Measurement of the
distribution of hach-onic energy in the final state in deeply inelastic electron scat t.ering at
HERA can provide a. good test of our understanding of perturbative QC’D. For example. we

note t Ilat. t.lle Ila.clronic st ruct.ure functions at. large g~ receive substantial contributions from

incomiug gluons. Thus the measurement. of the energy distribution at large q~ can provide

a direct measurement of the gluon dist.ribut.ion in a proton. ~24] Preliminary Monte Carlo
results indicate this approach can yield very sensitive tests of QCD.

Ill reference ~21] we computed the O(as ) perturbatjve corrections to this process: hou--
ever. the pert urba.tive energy correlation structure functions included a. remnant collinear
singularity as qT + O so that the results were only applicable for qT/Q,Zl / 10. lt’bile this

region of ~“alidi ty ellconlp~%es nlost of the qT range. the HERA events are clominantly at

lower q~ values: theiefore, we are studying the case of small transverse momentum for which
cent.ribut iou.s from graphs at a.rbit.rary order must be summecl. [25–2S]

C’~’RRixr & PROPOSED RESEARCH

We use 1he approach of Collins.’ Soper, and St erman[29] to sum botl~ the leading and ~~11~-
leading logarithms. This calculation has been performed by Ruibjn Meng (Kansas). Dave
Soper ((”. of Oregon). and myself. [30] The result should 1) test our ability t.o resum the
soft glum] contributions. and 2) allow us to determhle the character of the nonpert urbat ive
cent ribut ions which enter in the small q~ region- This preprint k in final draft form. [:30]

3.6 CTEQ Collaboration Activities:

(01’nfAs)

The ( ‘TEQ ((.’ollaborat.ive Theoretical and Experimental Stuclies of’ QC’D) collaboration
is w n prisd of 1‘i theorists ancl experiment alists who are pooling expertise and resources
ml common objectives that will contribute both to their inclivjdual projects ancl to the

whole community. This initiative evolved naturally from collaborative work on Q CD phe-
nonlellology. and concentrates on tasks which clemancl a comhinecl effort 0[ theorists and
ex peri mental ists.

Research topics

dill]uo]] production

include: global Q(.’D analysis and extraction] of partoll distributions:
ill deep-inelastic scat tering and the strang’e-(lllar]i dist ril)ul icnl: direct

.~~
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photon production: W- and Z-production; jet cross sections: heavy flavor production: h@er-

orcler calculations and resummations: higher-twist. effects; and spin effects. Many of these
topics overlap the research area described above.

Current members are: R.aymoncl Brock (Mich. St. [J.), John Collins (Penn. St. L7.). .Joey
Huston (Mich. St. U.), Steve Kuhlmann (.4rgonne Nat. Lab), Sanjib Mishra (Harvard U.).
.Jorge Morfin (Fermi lab ), Fredrick Olness (ShIU), Joseph Owens (Florida St. l-l.), .Jonathan
Pumplin (Mich. St. U.), Jian-Wei Qiu (Iowa State), Davison Soper (U. of Oregon). Jack
Smith (SUNY-Stony Brook). George Sterman (SUNY-Stony Brook), Wu-I{i Tung (h4ich.
St. IJ. ). Harry Weerts (h/Iicll. St. IJ. ), James Whitmore (Penn. St. LJ.), and C.P. Yuan.
(Mich. St. U.).

CURRENT & PROPOSED R.ESEARCH

The 1995 ( ‘TEQ summer school was jointly sponsored with DESY. and was held in Bad
La.uterberg. Germany. I presented a lecture on Deeply Inelastic Scattering and Sum R.Ldes.

The ( ‘TEQ Hand.kx.A of F’trfrtrkfitw QC.D: 1krsion 1.0. has appearecl in Rt rieu’s oj
,Ilod{ rl) Ph:ysics. [31] This has proven to be a valuable resource for both students and prac-

titioners.

There is a 2 day CTEQ Topical 1I’01+.AoP OD (-’ollidt r Physic-s ‘9.5 scheduled for Ott.
27-2s.199.3. Topics for discussion included: understanding the inclusive jet cross section
(especially high ET) in QC’D: measurements of a, in 1372. photon and jet final sta.t.es: inl-
piicat ion of collider measurements on parton structure of the proton: kT effects in photon.
jet and 11“/2 cross sections: beyoncl NLO QCD-resununations-experinlental clues ancl the-
orrt ical st atlw: Qt-’D issues in top production: comparisons of Tevatron and HER.~ physics:
implical ions (or LHC physics. Past conferences have been successful, and ongoing workshops
on related topics are plannecl for the future.
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4) Roberto Vega: Progress Report and Proposal

Of the several projects discussed in my proposal of last year, two have now been completed.
By the end of this month I will submit for publication the paper titled, A Covarimzt Method
jor Calculating Helicitg Amplitudes. This paper was written in collaboration with J. Wudka

from UC, Rlversicle. In this paper we present a new method for for calculating helicity am-

plitudes for processes involving massive fermions. The essence of the paper is the derivation

of the covariant expression,

?@, A’)@Z(p,A) = :x C,vw (j’ + Tn’)(# + ?7Z)(6AY+ -y’,#iL?:,,/t).
- .\f’

where CA/,\//is a unitary matrix in helicity space and the three four-vectors q’ are polarization
vectors that depend only on p. This expression should prove extremely useful in a. variety
of calculations involving very massive fermions. For more details a preprint (draft) is now

available upon request.
In collaboration with Dai and Gunion I have recently completed the project involving

the search for S7.JSY Higgs particles at the LHC. The paper titled, L17C’ Detection of the
MSSM Heavy Higgs Boson (H*), is now in preprint (draft) form and will be submitted for
publication by the end of this month. ~ In this paper we demonstrate that if tan ~ is not
too large it will be possible to detect the heavier minimal supersymmetric model CP-even
Higgs Boson (H“ ) at the LHC, by looking for its dominant decay mode into four b-quarks.
Recently, our ideas of using the Higgs clominant decay modes into b-quarks have attracted
the attention of both LHC collaborations. The prospects for b-tagging at the LHC have

improved dramatically over the past se~eral years. thus making our suggestions increasingly

viable. l~~ork is underway to update our predictions to incorporate the more optimistic
b-tagging efficiencies being reported recently by the CMS collaboration.

Presently, I am also involved in a project to study the prospects for indirect cletection of
the SLJSY charged Higgs at Fermi Lab after the upgrade in luminosity has been completed.
The approach is to look for distinctive patterns in the t-decay branching ratios into channels
with different number of jets and leptons (in collaboration with D.A. Dicus ).

Of the remaining projects listed in last years proposal several will be taken up in the near
future. In particular, we (Ckzadkowski and Vega) have begun preliminary work involving
the study of higher order operators of the electroweak effective lagrangian at the Next Linear

Collider (NLC). $Ve are considering both CP conserving and CP violating operators.
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5) Stephan Riemersma: Progress Report and Proposal

Dr. St ephan R.iemersrna (Sikh’ 1993-95) has taken a postdoctoral position with DESY-

Zeut hen in Berlin, C;errnany.

calculating collider processes and comparing the calculations to data provide significant
tests of our understanding of the theories that form the basis of particle physics. As cletectors

become more sophisticated and the amount of data increases, the uncertainties in the de-
termination of the observable that measure our understanding of particle physics decrease.
Experiments are now sufficiently precise that. to test the theories adequately. we need to
calculate the radiative corrections to these collider processes.

5.1 Heavy-Flavor Production:

(Rit m rr.snm)

Heavy-flavor production calculations have hacl a large impact. upon the high-energy particle
physics m-mmunity”s efforts to understand the data being generated currently at. the Teva-
troll. LEP. ancl HERA. Several cliscrepancies have arisen between the calculations and the
clat a alt~l t hc causes for these discrepancies remain unresolvecl. The interest in improving
the curralt calculations is thus readily justifiecl.

1’I]c Illost ~i’ell-l~ltl)licizecl cliscrepancj” is the comparison of top-quark cross sections at
( ‘I)F ancl DO [1] with the next-to-leading-order (NLO) pert.urbative QCD (PQCD) ~2]. [:3]

ancl rrsummecl PQ(’D predictions [4]. The a.~ailable data set. is still rather small ancl thus

1.110stat ist ical errors are quite large. Ii’ the clata cloes not change significantly however. this
will illclicat e new physics is responsible for the discrepancy.

‘Tile lneasurement of b-cluark cross productions at the Tevatron also has engendered a
conflict lwt~veen data. ancl theory [5–’i] as well as clata with clata, as the C’DF clata clo not
agree ~vii 11the DO data. Another problem concerning the bottom quark is the partial widt 11
of the 2?(’+ lj~ [s]. These conflicts n-ith the Standarcl iIodel preclict.ions recp~ire a heretofore
unr~~alizrcl solllt ion: either additional progress in the calculation of heavy-flavor production
cross sect ions needs to be macle. or the experiments are incorrect.

The high precision clata of CC’FR. NMC ancl EM(’ having recluced the uncertainty of
the c]uark clist ri but.ions in the proton [9–11]. the greatest uncertainty remaining is the gluon
clist ribut ion. ( ‘IIa I.m ancl bottom quark production provide an important cent ribut ion to the
nwasurement of F.. at HERA ancl slIoLdclprovide a constraint for the gluon distribution.

E. Laenew ((.’ERX). .J. Smith (Stony Brook). W.L. ~an Neerven (Leiden) ancl I have cal-
cu]at ecl the complete O(QS) corrections to the virtual-photon initiated cross sections for
hmvy-fiavm prociuct ion in cleeply inelastic electron-proton scat.t.ering [12]. The corrections
are expressed ill t hc form of’st.ructme functions &(.r~ Qz. m~) an~l ~1.(.r- QZ. ~Nz). TIw res~~l~s
are US(YIto ])redict t he charm and bottom content of the proton and can be uswl to malw a
fi( to t llc gluOII clisl rilml ion by working back from the data using the calculat.iou.

5i
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We have also calculated the inclusive distributions of the hea~:y cluark in rapiclit~” and
transverse momentum [13]. Calculating the distribution is particularly useful for the experi-

mentalists because with this information, they can predict where the hea.vy-cluark production

events should occur in tile detector.
With J. Smith and W. van Neerven, we have also fit the O(cr~) matrix elements by using a

table of calculated values and an interpolating routine [14]. Using the fit. we have been able
to generate phenomenological results much more quickly than with the fuli mat.ris-element
calculation. Furthermore, this code ha-s been widely distributed and both ZELIS and HI
have either used it in analyzing FZ at low x. or plan to [15].

In collaboration with Fredrick Olness, we have just published a paper comparing two
methods of calculating deep-inelastic heavy-quark production [16]. One method assumes that.
in the lowest -orcler reaction. the virtual photon interacts with a gluon and produces a hea~y -
quark a.ntiquarli pair (flavor creation). This reaction occurs at O(a, ) and the corrections

have been calculated to O(cr~). The seconcl assumes the lowest-order reaction is the ~~irtual
photon exciting a heavy quark in the hadron (flavor excitation) t.o sepa.rat.e from the haciron
ancl hadronize in the cletect.or. This reaction occurs at O (a$’) and the corrections have been
calculated to O (as ) [17]. We have compared the flavor-creation calculation wi th the fla.~or-

excitation result [12. 17]. Specifically. we analyzed the mass factorization scale dependence
of each calculation in the different regions of phase space and cliscussecl the validity of hot h

in the various regions.

5.2 Photon Structmre Functions:

(Rit InFrsmn)

INTRODUCTION

In the past two decades considerable interest has been generated in the stucly of photon-
phot 0]1 int react ions in electron-positron colliders. Wlen one photon is virtual and the other
one is almost real. the analogy with deep-inelastic elect ron-nucleou scat. tering mot ivat es
inl reducing 1he corresponding structure functions F~(.r. Q2) (~. = 2. L ) for the photon.

‘rlyo-ljhot ON reactions are also important to unclerst.ancl as background processes to the

normal y-channel reactions at present ancl future c+e- coiliders. These machines will have
a large amount of beamstrahlung [1S, 19]. Therefore a. basic input. is the parton density in
a. photon which will neecl to be mociifiecl if higher orcler perturbs.t.ive Q CD corrections are

inclucled.

C)NGOINC: RESEARCH

H-it]) many of the pieces of the calculation already available [20-2-4]. E. Laenen (C’ERX). .J.
Smith (Stony Brook). W.L. van Neerven (Leiden) ancl I have complet ecl NLO QCD analysis
of th~ photon st rllcture functions F.. (r. Qz ) and F“ (r. Q2) for a real photon target [z5].
using the results of’ refewnces [12. X]. In particular we stuc{iecl the heavy-flavor content

01’ tlw structure i’unctions which is clue to two different production mechanisms. namely
collisions of a. virtual photon with a real photon. ancl with a parton. We ol)served that t 11(’
charm cent.ribut ions are noticeable for E;(.r. @) as well as Z’; (r. Qz ) ill thc .r-mgioli st udiml.
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6) Randall J, Scalise: Progress Report and Proposal

Dr. Scalisereceivecl his Ph.D. from the Pennsylvania State Universityin August 1994, where
heworkeclfirstas agraduatestudent and then as apostdoctoral fellowwith Prof. .John C. Collins.

He is now a Visiting Assistant Professor at Southern Methodist University.

6.1 Operator Renormalization

INTRODUCTION

Currently, Dr. Scalise’s primary field of research is the renormalization of composite operators
in Yang-Mills theories. In particular. he studied the one-loop renormalization of the covariant
gluon operator [1] which arises in the operator product. expansion of the non-local product
of currents in processes im’olving hadrons. The inverse Mellin transform of the anomalous
dimension of this operator is the Altarelli-Pa.risi gluon splitting kernel, and is used to evolve
parton clistribution functions to higher values of Q~.

His work relies heavily on the BRST symmetry of the Yang-Mills Lagrangian density.
He usecl the invariance of certain operators under the BRST transformation to isolate the
violation. at zero momentum transfer, of some theorems in renormalization. This symmetry

is also critical in the selection of a basis of operators which mixes with the gluon operator

under renormalization.
The calculations were performed with FORM [17]. an extremely powerful symbolic ma-

nipulation package designed specifically for the types of mathematical operations common
ill Q{!D. in~;olving espiessions with over one million terms.

PROPO.SED AND ONC+OINC;RESEARCH

An application of the techniques developed in the one-loop case to the two-loop calculation
is work in progress. Eventually. Dr. Scalise would like to attempt the three-loop calculation
since this is needecl at present. to complete the two-loop corrections to the proton structure
(unctions in the small-x range now accessible at. HERA. for example.
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THEORETICAL TASK D. ROSENBAUhf AND W-. TEPLITZ

7) D. Rosenbaum Progress Report and Proposal
and V. Teplitz: “

Dr. l’igclor Teplitz and Dr. Doris Rosenbaum are on sabbatical at the University of Maryland
for the 1995-96 academic year.

.

7.1 Non-Luminous Matter in Solar Orbit “

(Rowhmn and Tqdik)

INTRODUCTION & PAST RESEARCH

In collaboration with D. Dicus at. the University of Texas and workers at the Caltech .Jet
Propulsion Laboratory. we have. since 19S7. been working on bouncling (or cletect.ing) non-

luminous matter in orbit. about the sun in a. spherica.J1y symmetric distribution. }\;e bound

non-luminous matter by noting that. such a distribution wouIcl increase the “effective mass
of the sun as seen by the outer planets and by finding the uncertainty in that effective
mass for Llranus and Neptune. “The limiting factor in making such bounds is the precision
with which distances to the outer planets are known. These distance measurements are
greatly improved when one of the Voyager space probes passes by the planet. In 19S9 we
published. in Astrophysical Journal. a.bouncl of about an earth mass on non-luminous ma.t.t.er
in solar orbit interior to I ‘ranus: that work was lmsecl on data from the 1986 Voyager 2 flyby
of Uranus. A.+physicaJ Jo wrnal has just published our new results based on the extra
infornlation gained ill the 19S9 l-oyager 2 Neptune flybj.. We bouncl non-luminous matter in
spherically sj~mmet,ric orbit interior Io l.;ranus to about. a fifth of an earth mass. and interior
to 3’eptl~ne at about an cart h mass.

PROJ’OWZDRESEARCH & ONGOING M’ORK

D. RosenlxmnIml V. Teplitz. with D. Dicus at the University of Texas and with workers
at the ( ‘altech .1et. Propulsion Laboratory. are continuing work on non-luminous matter in
solar orbit.. We are extending our earlier work t.o non-spherically s~-mmetric distributions of
non-luminous matter. This is an area of high current interest because: (a.) modern comet

theor!. raises a. strong possibility that there is a belt of cometary material (Kuiper belt)

just past Neptune where objects under a hundred kilometers cannot he seen with ground
telescopes (comets are only 1-10 kilometers ): (b) Since 1992 .Jevvett ancl Luu have founcl.
wit h ground-based telescopes, at least 17 objects over 100 km past Neptune that are likely
to be large Kui per Belt objects; and (c) Cochran et al. have recently announced cliscovery
of 10 km ol~jects past Nieptune in I~ubble Space Telescope data. We are adcling to our
investigation of planetary motion a parametrized Kuiper belt. W;e should be able either to
cletect a K uiper belt if it is there at a level of a few tenths of an earth mass or to bouncl it
at about that level. Additionally. in collaboration with Anderson and others at the C’altech
.Jet Propulsion Laboratory. we are investigating implications for the Kuiper Belt of Pioneer

10 which has lx-en passing through the region of the belt for some years. H.(J are aualyzing
accrlcrat ion (Iat.:1obtained periodically from transponder signals for possible information on
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tile Kuiper BeIt mass distribtltion andalso considering other I]ossiblyrele\'ant data (suchas
the absence of destructive impacts).

7.2 Strange Quark Matter (SQ1’vl)

INTRODUCTION AND PAST RESEARCH

In 19S4 Witten pointed out that, while the success of the shell model shows that quark
matter made from u and d quarks is not stable (but condenses to systems made from p ancl

n), quark matter made from u, d, ands quarks is more likely to be stable because of its lower
fermi energy and decreased coulomb repulsion. Such a system would have mlclear densities
on the order of 1O**(14) grams per cubic centimeter. Witt.en suggested possible primordial

production (still controversial), conversion of neutron stars. and possible detection of galactic
quark matter nuggets that pass through the Earth from their seismic signals. In collaborate ion
with E. T, Herrin of the SMU Geology Department. Teplitz has investigated the sensitivity
of’ the international network of seismic stations to galactic SQM nuggets. W-e find, from
Monte Carlo nugget geometries. that, for one third of them, the minimum cletectable mass

is under ten tons ancl that if ten percent of the galactic halo dark mat tier density were

distributed in SQM nuggets in tile range 0.5-100 tons, on tile order oi’ an event per year
shou]cl be detectecl. A paper has been submitted to Physical Review and another. stressing
astrophysical implications. has been contributed to a conference of the Astrononlical Society

of’ thr Pacific.

PROPOSED RESEARCH

Hcrrin allcl Teplitz have. with the help of the U.S. Geologic Survey. have begun stucly of
two million seismic reports over the years 19S1-9:3 that have not been ..associatecl.” with
Eart.hcluakes or nuclear explosions. Because these ‘unassociated events” hare received lit t le

or no st.u(ly from geologist-s. our work might include results of geologic interest. unrelat.ecl
to SQA~. in addition to clet.ecting or bounding SQM nuggets passing through the Earth.
Rosenbaum and ‘l-eplitz. with others. hale begun study of a variety of other SQL1 issues.

These include a possible unicluc. millirnet er-wave radio signal from a .-strange quark star..
(similar to a neutron star. but composecl of SQM), and possible implications for stellar

energy generation (including the solar neutrino problem) of some amount. of SQM in a. main
sequence star.

7.3 References:

[I] BowIIA.s in Dark JIatfC r in Solar CMif. .J.D. Anderson. D..A. Dicus. E.L. Lau. D. Rosell-
ba~m. A .13. Taylor. \’.L. Teplitz. Astrophysical Journal 342. 5:3$)(19SSJ).

[2] In)prowdBovnd.s ot, .VOI)-Lwn inow I]latfc r in ,So]ar Orhif.

.I.D. Anderson. D.A. Dicus. T. Krisher. E.L. La.u, D. Rosenbaum. \-.L. Tcplitz. .4atro-

pllysical .lournfll 4-4S. SS5 (1995).
I
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[:3]

[4]

[5]

[6]

%smic Detection of Nuclearit.es, with E.T. Herrin, submitted to Phys. Rev.

Whole Earth Seismic Telescope, with E.T. Herrin. contributed to .June. 1995.

Conference of the Astronomical Society of the Pacific at
Clusters. MicroIensing. ancl the Future of the Universe.

Coupled Channel Vecfor-Boson Scattering in the N/D

\I’.L. Teplitz, Physical Reriew D 49, 5Z35 (1994).
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8) Ariel Zhitnitsky: Progress Report and Proposal

Dr. Ariel Zhitnitsky (SL;lI.i 199:3-95) has taken a tenure-track faculty position with The
1Ini versity of British (!olumbia, Vancouver.

—..

8.1 Asymptotic behavior of exclusive processes in QCD:

INTRODUCTION AND PAST RESEARCH

I have been working on exclusive processes at high energies. In particular. the expression

for the form-factors in terms of kading twist was-e functions has been obtained and the
factorization theorem has been proved [1]. These results were confirmed and expanded l>j-
several independent groups: Brodsky and Lepa.ge ~i]. Duncan and Mueller [:3],Efremov ancl
R.aclyushkin [4]. ancl Farrar ancl .Jackson [5].

It is lino\~n that such formukclo not, describe the experimental data with asymptotic-
lilie wave functions. Our guess was that the correct wave functions h-e a much different
lwlla.~~iorwhich is connected to nonperturbative large distance physics. Using QCD sum rules
we founcl the quantitative properties of the corresponding nonperturbative wave function.
NOW these functions (C’hernyal<-Zhitnit sky (CZ ) wave functions [6]) are well known in the
literature.

8.2 Axion Physics:

INTRO~UVTION ~VD PAST RESWRCH

Siuce 19NJ I have been working on the so-called strong CP violation problem and its re-
lat.iomhip to the axion [S. 9]. 1 int roclucecl a model with an almost invisible axion [9]. In
such model the (“’P violation problem in strong interactions is solved, but the axion is very
difficult to ohcw-e. .4 priori there is no limit on the axion mass and coupling constant. How-
ever. a low mass axion with very small coupling constant is excluded by cosmological and
astrophysical arguments. Ii’ the axion mass is of the orcler of 10-5e\~3 axions may constitute
the dark mat tep in the I’ni\.erse. ‘This moclel is referred to in the literature as the DFSZ
(I)ine-Fishier-Streclnit sl<y-Zhitnitsliy ) [~. 10] axion moclel ancl there are several experimental
groups searching for such axions.

8.3 References:

[1] Chernyak \~. ancl A. Zhitnitsky, ~ETP Lett. 26,(1977),.594.

[2] Brodsl;} S. and G.P. Lepage, Phys. Lett. B87,(1979).359.

[:1] D,,,)kau ;1. a~,d I.H. Xlueller. Phys. Ren-. D21.(lWO).1636.

[!] ‘iz[Iwllo\” .\.\. and .A.\’. Raclyushkin. Phj-s. Lett. B94. (19S.0).245.

[5] Farrar (i.and D. .Jackson, Phy-s. Rev. Let.t. 43.( 1979),246.
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B.(’hibisov and A. Zhitnitsl;y. Accepted for publication in Phys.Let t.B on August .:31.95

1.Iiogan ancl A. Zhitnitslq-. Two dimensional QC’D with mat.t er in acljoint representation.

What does it teach us. submitted to NUC1.Phys. B. hep-ph/950$322

A. Zhitnitsky. Lessons from QCDZ. Vacumn stmct.ure. Asymptotic series. inst. ant.ons

ancl all that. submitted to Phys. Rev D.
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THEORET]C’AL TASK BUDGET EXPL~N~TXON

1) Budget Explanation

With the exception of a request for additional funding for one postdoctoral position the
budget inclucled in this proposal is essentially the same as that which was appro~ecl for
funding last year.

1.1 Travel

We are requesting travel funcls in the amount of $4K per faculty. This funding will allo~~
us to continue participating at national and international conferences, to disseminate our
results, to keep abreast of the latest developments in our field, ancl to visit our collaborators
throughout the ITS. If our request for additional funding for one postdoc position is a.pprovecl
then approximately %12 of our travel funds will be made available for postdoc tra~’el.

1.2 Personnel

ill adclit.ion to summer salaries we are requesting additional funding for one postcioctoral
position. In the past this group has hacl a very successful record of placing our post clocs
iHto research or faculty positions after they lea~’e SMIi. Of the five post clocs that have been
part of our group, four have gone on to research or tenure track positions and were able to
remain in the field.

2) Current and Pending Support:

2.1 McCartor:

{jar)- llc( ‘ar{or. along with other S\l 1T faculty has a grant from ARP.. to stucly treat y
Iuollit,oring. Tile grant periocl is 9/22/93 - 1/:31/93 and is in the amount of $216,000. Along
with ot l~er S\ll’ faculty he has a pending proposal at Phillips Lab. for the period 10/1/94

9/30/9(i ilk the amount of $:3 S2.500.

2.2 Olness:

As part of the C’TEQ collaboration. Freclricli Olness has a pencling proposal with hlichi~?n
State [.~niversity. The proposed grant periocl is 6/1/94 to 5/:31/97 with an SIUI~ amoul~t of
$~S,O~(_J$This proposal is pending consiclera.tion with DOE a.ncl NSF’.
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Pankaj Agrawal (Michigan State U. ), Freclrick I. Olness. Stephan T. Riemersma (South-

ern Methodist U.), Wu-Iii Tung (Michigan State U.). SMIJ-HEP-9.5-04, May 1995. 7pp.
To be published in the proceedings of 30th Rencontres de Morioncl: QC!D ancl High En-

ergy Hadronic Interactions, Meribel les Allues, France, 19-25 Mar 199.5. e-Print Archive:

llep-pll/%07W.5

The lJ!cr\l(lelst(l~rt-Leibbrandt Prescription. in. Light Cone Quantization C;auge ‘Theories

Gary hlcCartor (Southern Methodist. l;.), David G. Robertson (Ohio State U.).
SMUHEP-94-29, Jan 1995. 13pp. e-Print Archive: hep-th/9501107
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CJary NlcCartor (Southern Methodist l-.). SMUHEP-94-24. Ott 1994. ‘ipp. e-Psint
Archive: hep-t.h/W1019’i

( ‘pdatf on Quarkonimn Spcctroscopg and .41pha(Sfrong) from NRQCD
( ‘.T.H. Davies. A..]. Liclsey. P. McCallunl (Glasgow U.). K. Hornbostel (Southern
Met hoclist (’.). G.P. Lepage (Cornell 1.7..LNS ). .1. Shigemitsu (Ohio State 1.7.). -J. Sloan

(Florida Statr U., SC’RI). HEPLAT-%1OOO6, .Jul 1995. Spp. Presentecl at International
Symposium on Lattice Field Theory. hlelbourne. Australia, 11-1.5 .Jul 199.5. e-Print

Archive: hep-lat/9510006

Prwi.sion (-’ll(tl.rr~o~tillIr) Spectroscopy from Lottic~ Q(’D
{’.T.H. Davies (Glasgow l.;.). Ii. Hornbostel (Sout hem Methodist 1‘. ). G .P. Lepage
(Cornell I-.. LNS). A..J. Lidsey (Glasgow U.). .1. Shigemitsu (Ohio State l-.). J. Sloan

(Florida State 1.;.. SC’RI). HEPL.%T-9506026. .Jun 199-5. X@p. e-Print Archif.e: llep-

lat./$5O6O?(i

.4 l>l.cci.<{lkfcrn~.inafion oj. as From Ltlffic~ QCD
C,T.H. Davies (Glasgow U.). Ii. Hornbostel (Southern Methodist U.). G.P. Lepage

(Cornell U.. LNS). A. Lidsey (C;lasgow t;.). J. Shigemitsu (Ohio State U.). J. Sloan
(Florida. State Cl.. SC’RI). 0HSTPY-HEP-T-94 -013, Aug 1994. 1lpp. Published in
Phys.Lett..B:3-L5 :42--L199,5,5.e-Print. .Archive: hep-ph/940S32S

SEaIY+inO for Higgs Bosons on LHC’ [Jsing B Tagging

.Jin Dai ([.-(’. San Diego). .J.F. Gunion (1.7C’,Da~-is). R. l~ega (Southern Methodist l;.).
HEPPH-950:3449, Dec 1994. :3pp. Presented at 4th Int erna.tional Conference on Physics
Beyonc] the Standard Model. Lake Tahoe. CA. 13-1S Dec 1994. e-Print Archive: hep-
ph/%503449

(’ht! I“HIProduction in LktIJ Inclasfic F ~;amma ,~cattcriag fo :Jre.rl-to-L~[i[li)~gOrdf r i)t
Q(’O
Eric Laene]l ((.’ERN ). Stephan Riemersma (Southern Met.hoclist l;. ). (-’ERS-TH-9.5-1O:3.
\lay 199.5. 6pp. Talk given at 10th M:orl;shop on Photon-phot oll (.’ollisions (PHOTOS
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Rates for Inctusive Deep Inelastic Electroproduciion of Charm Quarks at HERA
S. Riemersma (Southern hlethodist U.). J. Smith (SUNY, Stony Brook). W.L. van Neer-
ven (Leiclen U.). SMU-HEP-94-25, Nov 1994. 14pp. Published in Phys.Lett.B:347 :143-
151,1995. e-Print Archive: hep-ph/941 1431

llYm.sverse Momenf.um Distribution in Hadrons. Wfiai C!an. We Learn ~rom QC’D?

Boris Chibisov, Ariel R. Zllitnitsky (Southern Methodist U.), SMU-HEP-94-9, Mar
1995. 20pp. e-Print Archive: hep-ph/9503476

C’hirrLl C~on.densaie. Master Field. C’onsfiiuent Quark and All That in QCD in Two
Dimensions (:V + Infinity)
Boris Chibisov. Ariel R. Zhitnit.sky (Southern Methodist V.). SM~i-HEP-94-l O. .Jan
19$5. 1Spp. e-Print Archive: hep-ph/$50225S

Quark Model, Large Order Beharior and ;Yonpertw6ative Ware Functions in Q(”D
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lished in Phys.Lett.B357:211 -220,1995. e-Print Archive: hep-ph/941022S

Improved Bovnds on Aronluminous Matter in Solar Orbit
.John D. Anderson. Eunice L. Lam Timothy P. Krisher (Cal Tech, .JPL). Duane A. Dicus
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hep-la.t/940601’i Published in Phys. Rev. D50:6963-6977,19W.

A :Tf w Def c rmind.ion of kfb Frmn Ldfict QC’D.
(.’. T. H. Davies. K. Hornbostel. .A. Langnau. G. P. Lepage. A. Liclsey. C..J. Morningst ar.
.J. Shigemitsu and .J. Sloan. SCRI-94--57. OHSTPY-HEP-T-W-00-4. e-Print .4rchive:hep-
lat./94 O4Ol2. Published in Phys. Rev. Lett. 73:2654-265’i.1994. (Revised version in jour-
Ilal)

Sch wingcr iUodel in the Lighi-Cone Representation.
Gary McC’artor (Southern Methodist ~’.). SMUHEP-9:3-19. (Received .Jun 1994). l:3pp.
Publishecl in Z. Phys. C64::349-3.54.1994. e-Print Archive: hep-th/9406094
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.4. Pomarol. R. l~ega. h’ucl. I%ys. B413 :3 (1994).

~’hitv] t\I~dH<[li”yQ\\[\~li ,Symn~[t ry i -iolation in b Dtco~s.

( ‘.Glcnl) J30yd. B. Grinstein. S111’ preprint HEP-94-:3. Feb. 1994.
[.( ‘,’jJ)-p’rIJ-$):]-.J(j. Feb ]!+)4. 21pp. e-P~int Archive: bep-ph/9-102340 Publishe{l in
XLlCl.l>J]YS.B442:20.5-227.1 f)95.

I%rln-Facior.< in the Hmr.y Quark and C.’hiralLimit: Pole Dorninancc in ~ + re fi,
B. C;rinstein, P.F. MencJe. SSCL-PREPRINT-549. Jan. 1994. 2.5pp.
e-P~int Archive: hep-ph/9401:30:3 PublishecJ in Nucl.Phys.B425:4 .51-470.199-4.

<’on~pl~if :Y(.d 10 Leading Order QCD Corrections to the Photon Struct urt
Filt)ciiot)s E;(.r. Q~) and F;(.r. Q*). ,

E. Lae]leH. S. Riemersma. .J. Snlith. ancl LI-.L. ~’an Xeerven. Phys. Rev. D49. 57.5:3
(199.1).

I*’il.%10 III( 0( a., ) [ ‘orrtctcd ( ‘o(.flicicni Functions of Hta r.y-Flaror Siruci urf
I;uIIc1ion.<.
S. Jlicll)wwml. .1. Slnith. a]]d W.L. van Neerven. in prtpar~//io/~.
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14~71afdo Heovy-Lig]lt (Q Anfi-Q) Quark Systems Tell Us About QCD \kcuu.mProper-
tie.$?.

A. Zhitnitsky, Phys. Lett. B325449 (1994).

The Nonperiurbatiue Wave Functions, Transverse Momentum Distribwfion and QC.’D

Ilzcuum Structure,

A. Zhitnitsky, Phys. Lett. B32949J3 (1994).

Azion Search with Optical Technique
R. Stroynowski and A. Zhitnitsky, SMLJ preprint SMU-HEP-94-12, August 1994. Sub-
mittecl to Phys. Rev. D.

The Pion Form-Factol.: Where Does if C’ome From ?,

A.R. Zhitnitsky, SMIJ-HEP-9-LO1. Jan 1994. Submitted for publication.

HandbooL or Pcri.urbaiiue QC’D: 1krsion 1.0,
C’TEQ ~’ollaboration (Raymond Brock, et al.), Fern~ila.b-Pub-9:3-094. April
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Published in Rev. NIocl.Phys.67:157-24 S.199.5.

Lel>ioj]l.o(lllciion. oj Heavy Quarks in ille Fired and 1izriabk Flavor SC%emes.

F. Olmss and S. Riemersma. Presentation by F. Olness at. Pariicl~s & Fields .9_#.-;\fc~t-

ing of thr Division of Particles ($ Fields OJthe APS, Albuquerque, Nihl. 2-6 August 1994.

SM1.~ preprint SMU-HEP/94-22, August (1994).

S’~n)i-Inclusive D~epl.y Ill rlastic Scaffe ring at -FIcctroll-Pl-ofojl C“ollider~: From Small to
Lf!lyl PJ”.
R. Meng. F. Olncss. and D. Soper. SMU preprint SMLT-HEP/$5-XX. in preparation.

Hcarg Quark ProduciioIl in Deep Jnelusfic Scattering at HER.4.
F’..$qyawal, F. Olness. S. Riemersma, ancl W-u-Ki Tung. SM~ preprint in prepa~at.ion.
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THEORETICAL TASK SEMINAR & “CONFERENCE PRESEiT.4TI0’NS BY SNIU THEOR>- GROUP

1) Seminar & Conference Presentations by SMU Theory Group

11 _I?resentattilis-&C_omnnitte-es :-G-ary-McGartor--–-–—
——

~ .

,. COhlMITTEES:~.. —..
/:

!
We host&l fl~e””second international meeting on light-cone quantization at SIVItJ in 1992.;
Gary hlc~art.or is a member of the international committee on light-cone meetings and hasii

$ been on the aclvisory committee for the meetings at Telluride( 1992); Zurich( 1993): Gran
$: Sasso(1993); Seattle(1994); and Zakopane(1994).,.

— —— .—— —

RESEARCH VISITS

Gary Alc&rtor made a month-long visit to Padua. in Spring .1994. ancl has scheduled n~onth-
long visits to Ohio State and SLAC in Fall 1994.

SEMINARS:

[I] Padua 1994

~2] Trent o 19!)4

[:3] OIlio state 10/94

[4] sL.-\( ‘ 11/94

COnferenCe TALKS:

[.5] Zal;opane !J/94

[(j] Regensl)urg 6/95

[7] Tellwide S/9.5

1.2 Presentations: Fredrick Olness

COnferenCe ~ SUWiER SCHOOL PRESENTATIONS: 1994-1995

[1]

[2]

Pl)y.~ic.~Doc.qn1 Stop: Recent Developm.en.fs in Phtnom.en ology. Madison Physics Synl-
~Josi~l~~l.~illi~ersity of’ \~’iscollsin: 1150 [;ni~ersity .Ave.. Illadison. \\:I. .5:1706. 11-13
;\pril. 1994.

Jladism) 1994: 1‘ndcrsian(lij)y Q( ‘D. (’ross Roads of Physics $vmposillm. Madison. \~-I.
21 May. 1!)!)4.

‘i3



THEORETICAL TASKSEhfINAR k CONFERENCE PRESENTATIONS BY Sklu THEOR>- GROUP

[:3]

[4]

[.5]

[6]

[7]

[s]

[$)]

[10]

[11]

[]?]

[1:3]

1.3

DPF 1994: Lepioproduction of Heavy Quarks in the Fired and Variable Flavor Schemes.

Albuquerque, NM, 2-6 August 1994.

DO 1995: Unsolved Puzzles in QCD, Da Collaboration QCD W&kshop ] 99.5. Tucson.
AZ, January 9-131995.

Morioncl 199.5: Lepioproduction of Hea~*yQuark .30th Rencontres de Moriond: QC’D
and High Energy Hadronic Interactions. Meribel les Allues, France. 19-25 Mar 199.5.

I)ubna, ,JINR: 5 Lecture Mini-Course Introduction to Deeply IneZasfic Scattering. Joint

Institute for -Nuclear Research (JINI?) Dubna, hloscow Region. Russia. April 3-15.1995.

CTEQ/DESY Summer School on QCD Analysis and Phenomenology: Deeply .fneksfic

Scattering and Sum Rules. Bad Lauterl)erg, Germany, 17-25 .July 199-5.

SEMINARAND COLLOQUIUM PRESENTATIONS: 1991-94

I ‘T-.Adington Physics Colloquium: How Sfrange is !1]c Pro/on ? Heavy Quark Produc-
tion in .D(fpl,y lntlastic Scaffcring. October 4-1995.

European Laboratory for Particle Physics (CERN ) Theory Seminar: -Lcptoproduct~oll
OtjHen r.y Quarks. C’ERN. C;eneva. Switzerland- May .5. 1995.

Institute for Theoretical ancl Experimental Physics (ITEP ) Theory Seminar: Lepiopro-
dvct ion oj H~~lvy Qua As. Moscow. Russia. April 26.1995.

St. Petersburg Nuclear Physics Institute (NPI) Theory Seminar: Lfpioproduclion oj”

Hca P,y Quarks. St. Petersburg. Russia. April 19.1995.

DESY Theory Seminar: Lepfoproduction oj Hear:y Quark Deutsches Elektronen Syn-

chrot ron (DESY ). Haml)urg. Germany. ~larch ~~. 1~$~.

The University of Texas--lusthl Theory Seminar: Ttsis Of QC’D at Elfcfron pI>OfO/I
Collidr rs: SCm i-Inck~il~c D~ep lnel~lstic Scatfe l.ing, 25 April. 1994.

Presentations: Roberto Vega
/

S~NHN.\R & CONFERENCE PRESENTATIONS: 1991-94

[1] National Meeting of the Mexican Societv of High Energv Physics. Hunfinj for Higg.~
Parficks at Future G’olliders. Nflexico DF”. .July. 1994. - -

[2] 1Tth IIlt ernationa] \Yarsaw Meeting on Elementary Particle Phvsics. (“losiny fhe 1j:indo u.

oII Jl,$$:ll Higy.* Starches, Kazimierz. Poland. M~y. 1994. -



THEORETICAL TASK ‘ SMU HIGH ENERGY SEMINAR SCHEDULE: 1995

2) SMU High Energy Seminar Schedule: 1995

2.1 Spring 1995

2.2

.January
February
February

March
March
March
March
March

March
April
April
May
May

Fall 1995

11 Septemlwr
25 September

2 octobel’

6 October

29 J a.nuary
22 April

David Kosower
Jack Smith
Maurice Shapiro

Torn W. Siegfried
Freclrick Olness
Werner Horsthemke

Rodney Green
Stan Broclsky

David Bouser Cha.u

.Jin Dai
Bing ZOU

Roy Schwittel.s
Frank W:ilczek

Randy Scalise
Gary McCartor

Fred Olness
Marion Scully

Tom Coa.n
Roberto Vega
Peter Rosen
Shane Pahner
l;~ecl C;ilman
Anclrew White
Bernard Sacloulet

Dave Besson
Rocky Kolb

Saclay
Stonybrook
U. of Maryland

Science writer - Dallas Morning News
SMU
SML1 Chemistry

SLAC .

Michigan State U.
LT.C. San Diego
Boston IJ .

l:. Texas at Austin
Princeton U.

sMl.-
SM[’
UTA
Texas Inst.rurnents
Carnegie Mellon
t~TA
l.~C’Berkele]-

Kansas
Ferrnilab

Glue in the proton
Light-cone quantization
What’s inside the proton

Coherently prepared atoms:

Lasing without inversion

The physics with (’LEO HI
Higgs physics
Recent results in neutrino physics
Microstructure and nanofa.bricat.ion
Quark mixing and CKM matrix
Physics of DO experiment at Fermilab
Future perspective in non-accelerator

based particle physics.
Neutrino detection at. the South pole.
Particle physics ancl cosmology

I

I

I

I
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Request for an Upgrade of Computing Resources

Southern Methodist University (SMU) requests funding to complete and to maintain a
cluster of advanced workstations for use in the computer intensive SMU research program
in high energy physics.

Since 1990 the Department of Physics at SMU has undergone a radical transformation.
In the 1980:s the Department was devoted predominantly to teaching. A series of retire-

ments and departures coinciding with the start of construction of the Superconducting Super
Collicler near Dallas allowed SMU to attract a small but accomplished group of scientists in
the field of High Energy Physics. Startup funds were made available and a. doctoral pro-

gram in physics was reinstituted after a decade of inactivity. Although the construction of
the SSC laboratory was terminated there was at. SMU in 1995 a group of S faculty (three
experirnentalists and five theorists) and a lecturer. with a vigorous and successful research

program that includes training of graduate students.
Although new and relatively young, the High Energy Physics group at SMU has been very

productive. In the past three years the group has published over SOpapers in refereed journals

and given more than 70 invited talks at other institutions. Members of the group have won a
DOE Outstancling Junior Investigate or award ancl two SSC Faculty Fellowships. However, the
recent growth has created the need for infrastructure improvement which exceeds available
university ancl research grant support.

The principal neecl is the completion of a cluster of advanced workstations on which to
perform local calculations and to pursue collaborative research. Members of the group are
each involvecl in several formal collaborations including the CLEO Experiment at the Lab-

oratory of Nuclear Studies. the C’TEQ collaboration (Collaborative Theoretical and Exper-
imental St,uclies of Quantum Chromoclymanics ) consisting of 10 collaborating experimental
and theoretical groups. and the IYRQCD collaboration (Non-Relativistic Quantum C,hro-
moclymanics) conducting lattice studies of heavy quarks. In addition, other, less formal
collaborations are constantly being pursued by SMU researchers. These collaborations have
a world-wide geographical distribution and are essential components of fast progressing re-
search in this fielcl. The computer equipment currently available to the group does not
allow full exploitation of the opportunities that it could otherwise seize. Present research
is Iimitecl by the available CPU power, data storage space ancl network and communication
capabilities. The equipment we propose to obtain will give us an ability to perform local.
as opposed to remote, calculations and data analyses and to impro~-e communication lin~s
among local devices ancl with outside collaborators.

Tile matching funds being made available by the university are most 11 in form of cash
rather than in Iiincl. Of the total project, 50% will be provicled by Sh’H.7sources. The total
equipment cost is $100,000. of which $50,000 ~~ill be co~ere~ l)Y s~~~.
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A, Project Description

ii’
A-a Research Act ivities

The focus of the SMU Physics Department research activities over past five years has been
an experimental and theoretical study of elementary particle physics. It includes particularly

intensive usage of computers in areas such as data analysis of millions of events collected in
accelerator based experiments and ambitious calculations in lattice gauge theory.

In the following, we list the most computer intensive aspects of research projects.

●

●

●

●

●

CLEO data reduction is very CPU, memory, and 1/0 intensive.

Optimization of the design of cletector components depends heavily on CPU intensive
Monte Carlo calculations.

Data analysis requires simulation of background processes with precision exceeding
that. of the collected data. Such simulations recluire both est.ensive CPU ancl clata
storage capabilities.

Lattice gauge theory calculations are computationally demanding, a.ncl progress has

been limited by the computing capabilities of the largest supercomputers.

High precision Quantum Chromodynamic (QCD) predictions are demanded by the--
unprececlented accuracy of recent high energy experimental measurements. Such cal-
culations recplire long ancl complex computer algebra analysis, together with clet.ailecl
numerical simulations.

The theory group has published 46 papers during the past three years. The CLEO
co]Iaborat ion publishes about :30 experimental articles a year. In the past three years. SM[-
faculty have presented 70 seminars. collocplia. and conference talks at a variety of institutions.

A-al Experimental Group

The experimental high energy group is a member of the CLEO collaboration performing

an experiment at the Cornell Electron-Positron Storage Ring (CESR). Research at C!LEO is
a. collaborative effort of about 200 physicists from 24 universities and institutions. The SMI.I
experimental group plays a major role in this research. Long term future activities center
around preparation of the ATL.4S experiment at LHC’. which will explore proton-proton
collisions at 14 Tell in the center of mass.

The CLEO experiment

Electrons and positrons colliding at CESR annihilate and produce, among other exotic
forms of matter. heavy. flavored fermions. According to our present linowleclge. funclament al

fcvmions and gauge bosons (carriers of interactions) are elementary const itucnts of matter.

Fundamental f’ermions can be subdivided into leptons. which can carry au ~lt~c~ric charge
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but no strong charge, ancl quarks. which carry all kinds of charge. For reasons that are
not unclerstoocl. there are three generations of fermions, even though a consistent theory
of fundamental interactions can be constructed with only one generation. Each fermion

has its own .-flavor” which makes it. distinct from the other fermions of the same type.

Ferrnions of different generations have identical properties except for flavor and mass. The

CLEO experiment provides unparalleled opportunities for precision studies of the third most.
massive generation of fermions, the b–quark and 7 –lepton. The second generation c–quark
is also abundantly produced. With peak luminosity of 3.2-1032 crn-2s-l, CESR is now the

+ – colli cler in the world, producing these particles at unprecedentedhighest luminosity e e
rates.

In the field of High Energy Physics, understanding the properties of heavy quarks and
leptons represents one of the most important problems. This subject is studied at CLEO
ancl in a number of competing experiments at. the electron-positron collider LEP at CERN.
(Geneva.. Switzerland), the ARC;IIS experiment at DESY. (Hamburg, Germany) and in a

number ot’ proton-nucleus experiments at Fermilab. Since turn-on of the CLEO detector in
fall of 19S9. the experiment has accumulated a data sample corresponding to about. 4.6jb-1

of integrated luminosity. The number of ~–leptons recorded by CLEO is a factor of 100

larger than in the competing LEP experiments, and a factor of 10 larger than in the ARGUS
experiment. Similar factors hare been achievecl for b–cluarks produced in c+e - collisions.
Although the C’LEO experiment currently plays a leading role in this research. there are two
new high luminosity accelerators uncler construction. These b-factories at SLAC. (Stanford.

(’California) ancl at KEK in .Japan will not be completed for the next. five years. This presents
the C!LEO experiment with a winclow of opportunity which should be exploit.ecl.

The huge statistics of heayy flavor clata. recorded by CLEO allowecl for significant. advances
in 1)– and c–cp~arli. a.ncl ~-lept on physics. The CLEO collaboration has published so far 3S
articles in Physical Review Letters. 16 articles in Physical Review D. ancl 12 articles in
Physics Letters B. A significant upgracle of the CESR luminosity is anticipated over the next
couple of years. The projected luminosity by the year 1997 is 2. 1033 c777–2.s–l. The CLEO
detect or will be upgraded a.t the same time.

The SMU role in CLEO

The SIW’ group has greatly contributed to the success of the CLEO experiment ancl plans
to expancl its role further. SMI- physicists have a. leacling role in six to ten CLEO publications
per year. ~l~ehave been most active in studies of decays of the b–quark and ~–lepton. For
example. Skwa.rnicki was among primary authors of the inclusive measurement of the rate

for the penguin cleca.y l) + .57 ] which was one of the two particle physics results listed in

‘“pllysics ~ews in 1994” 1)~ American Institute of Physics. The rate for the b + .s7 process

k sensitive to many extensions of the Stancla.rcl Model, including charged Higgs models ancl
SLIpersymmet ry. An example of T–lepton data analysis performed by the SMIJ group k
a recent Iy published search for neutrinoless decays. 2 This analysis resulted in the most
stri ngw t 1imi ts on tau lept.on number violating decays. and imposecl tight m constraints on

modrls Ivit.h II]ass dependent couplings than similar searches in muon clecays. Our role in

‘ M.S. Ala]li d ill.. Phys. Rev. Leti.. 74 28S5 (1995).
2.1.lhIrI(4(.et. al.. pIl~S. Rev. Let.t. 73. lNJO ( 1994).



the physics analysis at CLEO has been recognized internationally; SMU- faculty were invited
to give review talks at major high energy conferences in Beijing, Montreux, .4PS and DPF

meetings.
In 199.5, the group consisted of three faculty members, three postdoctoral fellows and six

graduate students. We also expect that the proposed upgrade of the computing resources will
make it. possible to involve two to three undergraduate students in our research via summer
projects and senior theses. One postdoctoral fellow and one graduate student are resident

at the C!LEO experimental site. For their physics analyses they use, however, the computer

facilities located at SMU. All other personnel will totally rely on the proposed upgraded work

station cluster in Physics Department at SNKJ. Since our group is geographically isolated
from the experimental site it has been essential to build efficient computational facilities
locally. We see bringing a first class research activity, like that. performed within CLEO.
to the SMU campus as an important part of our scientific and educational mission. The

computational facilities were barely sufficient even before our group expanded almost by a
factor of two over the past year. For full productivity of faculty, postdoctoral fellows and
stuclents, and to meet. needs imposecl by the increase of the CLEO ~ata sample, we propose
a. substantial upgracle of our computer facilities.

Proposed activities

Computational activities of the experimental group at SMU related to this proposal can
be cli~:ickcl into two classes: physics analysis of existing and future data from the CLEO
experiment. and software clevelopnlent for the particle identification device to be insta.llecl
in the future upgraded C’LEO cletector.

The S111’ group plays a major role in the physics analysis of the clata from the CLEO
experiment. Last year. six out of 27 papers submitted by the CLEO collaboration t.o the

major conferences were based on analyses clone by SMI.7 physicists ancl stuclents. To sustain

moment um as our graduate stuclents cuter their period of Ph.D. data anal! .ses. to provide
mnlput a tiolml support to our expanded group. and to meet computing recluirements imposed
by the future increase of the C’LEO data sample, we must. upgrade our computer facilities.

Aclciitional strain on our computer resources at SMLI has been recently generat.ecl by

the commitment of our group to the construction of the particle identification device for
the upgraded C!LEO detector, the Fast. Ring Imaging Cherenkov counters being built with
the Syracuse Ilniversity group. Computer simulations the design purposes are proving very
computer intensive. Reconstructing signals from a detector of this type is already shaping
LIp as the most. computer intensive task in processing future CLEO data. We neecl better
computer infrastructure to be able to develop efficient reconstruction programs long before
the installation of the cletector plannecl for 1997.

The data collected so far by the CLEO experiment. occupies.5 Tera-bytes. This enormous
data set is st.orecl at the W’ilson Lab at the Cornell University on a few thousand 4mm
magnet ic tapes. Since it is impractical to scan these data repeatedly phj.sits analysis is
based OH a. series of data reduction steps. Initial reduction steps are standardized b]- t4~e
colhdmrat,ion. For example. to stucly b–quark decays, event with high multiplicities of’
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final state particles and Iarge total visibIe energies are selected ( “hadron skim”). Low
multiplicity events with high visible energies are selected to study clecays of the ~–lepton
( “tau skim’” ). In this reduction process only the most abstract detector information is kept.

The present size of the hadron skim is 42 GB. These standard skim files are distributed to
the collaborating institutions on 4mm tapes. Since it is still not practical to scan through

a few dozen 4mm tapes many times, the data are further reduced by criteria specific to
particular decay process under study to fit disk space available on the Iocal computers. For
example, the skim used in the analysis of the b + sv decays occupied 2.9 GB. This figure
should be at least doubled to account for Monte Carlo generated data, which is analyzed
in parallel with the real data to understand the effects of the detection process. Once the
reduced data are available on disk, they are analyzed repeatedly with various final selection
criteria in an attempt to understand the signal process and the backgrounds. Since each pass
through the pre-selected data requires many hours of CPI-J (e.g. 20 hours of .Alpha :3000/400
for 1)+ .~-janalysis) it is convenient. to split. the clata into parts and run jobs in parallel on
several machines for the fast feed-back to the physicist. An output from such an analysis
step consists of a small file? typically 10 MB, which is then anaIyzed by the physicist with

help of a standard interactive visualization program. The data are repeatedly projected onto
one or two dimensional graphs with the final set of selection criteria ancl displayed on the
screen.

In addition to the skim jobs run on real and Monte Carlo data and interactive graphical
analysis. physics analysis in CLEO requires generation of Monte Carlo data.. This task is
C.’PI.:and memory intensive. For example, the generation of one b–quark decay event. takes
about 10 seconds on an DEC .41pha 3000/400. At least 30 MB of memory and a large scratch
space on disk (NO..5 GB ) are requirecl. .4t present, C,LEO has recorded 3”106 b—clecay events.

Chwerat.ion of a Monte Carlo sample larger than the rea.I data WOUICItake a few years on
a DE(’ Alpha JVOrlistatliO1l.Therefore, the collaboration generates these Monte Carlo data
at specia II). devoted computer sites and clistributes them t.o all participating institutions.
These generic Monte Ca.rIo data are used mostly for background studies and they do not
collta.in unusual decay modes like b + ST. Such special purpose Monte Carlo events must
by generated at our local computers. The Monte Carlo clata we generated for the purpose
of the l) + s-, analysis was ecluivalent to 2 months of full utilization of one .41pha 3000/400
C’PI’. ~–lepton analyses which we perform at SML: are typically about twice as intensi~’e in
CPI’ ancl data storage recpirements as the L + s-l analysis.

The above figures are also applicable to the Monte Carlo programs which we run for
clesign and reconstruction software development for the particle identification device we will
builcl for the upgraded CLEO cletector. At present, design activities alone saturate our
current, computer capacity.

A-a.2 Theoretical Research Activities

The theory group at ShlU has been very productive. both in terms of research and

growth sinm ifs inception in ilUgUSt 1990. In 1995. the Skill theoretical faculty inclucled

Hornbostel. LIcCart.or. Olness, Teplitz, and Vega. In addition. Dr. Ariel Zhit.nitsky was

a senior rcsearcll associate. Dr. St.ephan Riemersma. a postdoctoral research a.ssociat r. and

Dr. Doris I{ose]llmlnl was SCholar in Resiclence. h fall of 1995. Dr. Randall Scalise becallw a
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Visiting Assistant Professor. Our first postdoc. Dr. David Robertson (1990-9:3). has moved to
a postcloc position at Ohio State IJniversity, and Visiting Assistant Professor Gilles Couture

(1990-93) is presently on faculty at Quebec University. Dr. Stephan R.iemersma has accepted
a. postcloc position at DESY-IFH, Zeuthen beginning in August 199.5. Additionally. Professor

Benjamin Grinstein was a member of the SMU faculty for much of 1994. and has now moved
to UC-San Diego.

Theory Overview
Members of the high energy theory group at SML?have worked on a relatively broad range

of topics. most having in common a fairly close connection to experimental physics. Inter-
ests include perturbative Quantum Chromodynamics (QC!D) and the systematic analysis
of hadronic scattering; nonperturbative QCD, including lattice calculations of hea.yy quark
systems. ancl light-cone quantization applied to bound states: and studies of e]ectroweali
symmetry breaking. All of these topics inclucle computer intensive efforts.

Lattice Gauge Theory
QC’D has provided a. successful description of the strong interactions at short. distances.

where perturbation theory is applicable. Calculations have proven more challenging in cases

where the coupling is strong, preventing comparisons of such basic quantities as ha.clronic
masses. Lat.t ice gauge theory provicles an appropriate computational tool for stuclying QCD
in this region. Recent improvements in calculational techniques have greatly increased the
range and accuracy of computable cpa.ntit.ies with existing resources. Hornbostel and col-
laborators at CornelI. Florida. State. ancl C;la.sgow have successfully appliecl these to study
houncl systems of heavy b ancl c quarks. They have recently published ralues for the spectra
of t hww systems with accuracies to within a few per cent. as well as curren[ ly the most pre-
cise values for the strong coupling constant and b-qllar]i mass. both important fundamental
col]st ants of particle physics. Prospects for applying these methocls to compute accurately
the masses of common light hadrons such as the proton and pion are excellent.

These calculations are by nature computer intensive. both to procluce statistical ensenl-
bles iI] which these hadrons are simulatecl. ancl also to analyze the results. l.:ntil recently.
large supercomputer facilities were recluired. Recent advances create the possibility that
these may be conducted on moderat.elj. powerful deslitop workstations. .-lcquisit,ion of a
Spare 20. DEC’ .41pha, or computer of comparable power ~vould allo~~ nlan~ Of these to lX
conducted on site. avoiding the expense a.ncl clelays inherent in working as a client at a
centralized off-campus facility.

Quantum Chromodynarnics (QCD) and Hadronic Processes
\J:it.hinthe past decade. a.clvancesin experimental high-energy physics have provided a

wealth of clata on fundamental interactions. It is important. that the data be completely

a.nalj-zecl in a coherent. theoretical framework extending beyoncl leading-order perturbation

tlwor~,. The insight. gainecl S11OU1CIprove inva.lual>le in planning experiments for the fi~ture.
and. in the process. discovering unexpected ‘new pllysics..-

0 Iness has been participating in a. collaboration 3 of both experiment alisls and theorists
o]] the systematic analysis of data. from high energl- haclronic experiments ill the t heretical

‘;( “IXQ: ( ‘ollal)orative ‘Ilworetica] and Experimental St.uclies of Q~D.
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context of QC.D. Their goal is to extract the maximal amount of information about the theory
from currently available experimental data. as well as to prepare for and to guide future
experiments. Specific work includes detailed measurement of hadronic structure functions,
consistent inclusion of radiative corrections to next-to-leading order, and elimination of subtle
ambiguities in calculational predictions.

To achieve these objectives we require complex calculations to make precise predictions

for current experiments. These calculations are CPU and memory intensive, and make use
of the most advanced computer algebra and analysis tools available.

Non-Lunlinous Matter in the Solar System
Rosenbaum and Teplitz have a.program of detecting or setting bounds on non-luminous

matter in solar orbit from the residuals in orbits of the outer planets. So far, all of the

associated computer work has been clone by their collaborators at the Caltech Jet Propulsion
Laboratory. where the planetary ephemerides are maintained. However. the collaboration
is now beginning work on an effort to apply the technicple to the postulated Kuiper Belt.
which could explain the origin of so-ca.llecl short period comets. For this phase it is hoped
that a significant amount of computational work coulcl be clone at SMU.

Seismic Detection of Strange Quark Matter
In a separate project, Teplitz is worliing with Gene Herrin (S?VIUGeology Department)

using seismic cla.tato set. limits on the abundance of massive aggregates of strange quark
matter. Such aggregates, postulated in the mid S0.s by EclvvardWitten (Princeton) remain
cp~it.econfroversia.1. If they exist., they would be extremely dense, over a trillion times the
clensit.yof normal matter. Work b>’Robert Jaffe (MIT) and Nobel Laureate Sheldon G1.ashow
(Harvarcl ) led to the suggestion that aggregates on the order of a ton or more coulcl. became
of’their clensity. pass through the earth essentially undetected except. for a faint seismic signal.
( ‘urrent seisnlic network practices focus on clet.ection of earthquakes ancl nuclear explosions
ancl would Hot. recognize that signal. The effort to model the expectecl signal and to search
t.l]e record of’past seismic events is highly cornput.er intensive. The current computer setup
is poorly configured to access the standard sources of seismic clata. The major problems are
t I]e lack of color screens. and operating systems which are not ideal. In many cases the cla.ta
formats make use of’ color to a clegree that without it interpretation is clifficult. The new

setup will he well suitecl to access data. from CMR. (formerly C*SS ) IR.AS and other seismic

dalta.bases,

Light-Cone Quantization
JIc( ‘artor has been active in the fielclof light-cone cluantization of quantum field theories.

His work. a.l]d the work of others. over the past few years has greatly clarified the ways in
which t II(’ existence of such elements as vacuum structure, condensates, and spontaneous
svmrnet rv breaking appear in the light-cone representation. The work involves collaboration. ..
with workers from many institutions around the world. These collaborations are informal ancl

change wit h time but currently there exist active collaborations with theorists at Ohio State.
at Pad Na ant] Bologna.. and at SL.$C. N:hile most of the work is not computer intensive. the
colla.l)orat.ion with SLAC will involye a considerable amount. of computation which will be
dm)c at Shll:. The major continuing neecl is communication. and the acldit ion of color ~vill
bring that capability up t.o community st.anclarcls ancl pro~-icle \’ery val~labie improl-emellt
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Electroweak Symmetry Breaking
Vega has been active in the study of electrow’ea ksymmetrybreaking and its possible

manifestations at future supercolliders. Vega and collaborators were the first to obtain

accurate predictions for the yield of IV gauge boson pairs at future high energy colliders
such as the LHC, they developed new calculational techniques essential for the study of
processes involving the scattering of gauge bosons and the production of top-quark pairs.
and they have carried out systematic studies to determine what it will take to discover
Higgs particles over the entire mass range 50< ?nH <1000 GeV. More recently. l;ega and
collaborators established that at the LHC, cliscovery of at least one of the Higgs bosons of
the minimal SIJSY model is guaranteed over the entire range of parameter space. Prior to
their work this was the subject. of much debate.

To explore fully the possible consequences of electroweak symmetry breaking recluires that
~,e sinllllate inc~~winglYcomplexprocesses at future colliders. These simulations usually
involve the evaluation of a large numbers of Feynman diagrams at an enormous number of

phase space points. This necessarily is a computer intensive encleavor.
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A-b Description of Research Instrumentation and Needs

The proposed equipment purchase is summarized in Table 1.
At present, the work station cluster of the experimental group at SMU consists of 2 DEC

stations .5000/240, 1 DEC Alpha 3000/400, and 1 DEC Alpha 3000/300 LX. interconnected

by Ethernet, and supplied with 19 GB of disk space for data storage. We have three 4mm
tape drives. We also have 6 X-terminals. The choice of the DEC platform is dictated
by the collaboration standard and is further supported by a good price/performance ratio.
The DEC stations are used to support X-terminal sessions, mail, and Network Information
Services. Their CPU is heavily utilized by the interactive graphics programs constituting
the last step of data analysis (see above). The DEC Alpha workstations are used to run
CPLT and 1/0 intensive programs.

From our past experience, each physicist working on a physics analysis or on simulations
for detector development needs, on average, the equivalent of half the CPU time of an “
Alpha :3000/400. ancl 3 GB of disk space for data storage. Adequate clisli space per user

is important for efficient use of manpower and CPU. With approximately 10 physicists and
students actively using SMU computers for CLEO related research, we must double available
(.’PI.Tand clisk space in the near future. We therefore request. two DEC Alpha models 600
~/~~~ ;Vith ~(lditiollal ~lemory, a,llcl disks for system software and a large swapping area.

We also request 1S C;B of disk space for storage of the CLEO data. This request allows for
modest growth of our needs. with the increasing size of the CLEO data sets over the next

few years.
.-II present.. large a.mount.s of C!LEO data are transferred from the the Wilson Laboratory

using 4nmI tapes, which have capacity of about 1 GB. DLT drivers with a capacity of about
20 (; B/t ape have been recentlv introduced at. the Wilson Lab. To facilit.a.te more efficient.
transfer of data from Cornell. ancl to allow regular backups of the large disk storage area we
request. funds to purchase one DLT drive.

.-\t the present time the t heretical group has two SPA RCstation ELC’.S connected to a

SP.AR( ‘stat ion II. two DEC Alpha machines. a NeXT station. several X-Terminals. PC-S.
and Ilac”s. N~eam recluesting funds to purchase a ,SP.ARCktation 20 with additional memory
to replace a SP-ARC!sta.tion II. which will significantly increase the cornputat.ional capabilities
of the [ heoret ica 1group. This computer will also be connected to the local ATM network to
allow sharing of computer resources between the theoretical and the experimental groups.

The equipment recpest also includes one X-terminal and a fast. printer to accommodate
growing number of users of the’ departmental computer cluster. The present phone con-
nection through the campus wide server is completely unreliable and significantly impedes
OLNproductivity by limiting access to our computers from home. Ii:e are asking for funcls
to purchase a terminal server to hook LIp modems for direct phone access to oLlr computer
C]LIStW.
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B. Budget and Funding

Southern Methodist University (SMLT) recluests funding to complete and to maintain a
cluster of advanced workstations for use in the computer intensive SMU research program

in high energy physics.
The matching funds are being made available by the university, mostly in form of cash----

rather than in kind or in services. Of the total request, .50%will be provided by SMU sources.
The total equipment cost is $100,000, from which $50,000 will be covered by SMU.

The propo~ed equipment purchase is summarized in Table 1.

Table 1: List of Hardware and Pricing for Proposed Equipment

Hardware Vendor Educational Quantity Sub Total

Discount Price

.Alpha AXP 600 5/266 DEC’ ~o,g8&50 ~ 41,773.00

including 17“ Monitor
Memory for DEC DATARAM 1.:350.00 12 16,~00.()()

2C;B Disk Drive .4DS l.~!jo.oo ~ q,500.()()”

for Alpha as above -
9 (;B Disk Drive ADS 2.450.00 ~ 4,900.00

SPARC!station 20 SUN 14..500.00 1 14.500.00

Memoq’ for SIW SLTJ l.-l’io.oo 4 5,ss0.00
Terminal Server DEC’ ~.~~o.()() 1 ~.~fjo.oo”

Tape Drives TZS7 DEC’ ~.799.or3 1 2,799.()()

~()””HNI.X X-Ternlinal NCD 3.59s.00 1 :3,59s.00

with i 6hIB RAM

Laser Printer HP 3.600.00 1 :3.600.00

Total Price $100,000.00I
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